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5FRSPACS
Luring the summer of 1955 the writer was a full time theological
student 'or twelve weeks at the Worcester Stste Hospital in Worcester,
iassachusetts* Training consisted of directed case work, actual work
with patients in the hospital, and participation in conferences and
seminars with specialists in human pr bleras. Emphasis was placed upon
the cooperation of the minister of religion with those specialists in
attempting to provent pers nality disturbances ;nd upheavals in normal
life.
i,hile pursuing this regular course of study, the writer became
interested in the fact t at many of the patients in t’ e hospital seemed
to be using religion as a means of escn e from their problems in life.
Arrangements were jade whereby a special stud r of such patients md
their use o ’ religion could be aade.
During the months of September to December the writer spent prac-
tically thr^e d ys each week in intensive study of saah mtients,
their case histories, books and periodicals relati e to insanity and
had
religion, and many conferences with the theological supervisor and
psychiatrists t the hos ital.
It was found impossible to deal with all the patients in the
hospital who used religion in this «ay. A group of them were arbitrar-
ily selected for st> dy, and out of this group three were selected for
intensive work. Any other three patients out of the group mi ht have
been selects for this study. Wo attempt ha3 been lade to lake a
statistical study of this subject; merely a study of any three cases
.
6which would illustrate this thesis.
As is stated at the beginning of t' e pirst chapter, it .?a3 so n found
necessary to arrive at some definition or understanding of he aor-sal use
of religion if one were going to discuss an abnormal use, consequently an
attempt was made to present the writer's con jaption of the true nature of
religion as contrasted with the abnormal use o religion as an escape
from problems of life*
It will be evident that there are certain limitations to 3uch a study.
In the first place, it is difficult to give a conception of the n tore of
religion that will leet the a proval o* everybody. In the second place,
it is next to impossible to give an interpretation of the cases studied
which will satisfy all* Some will complain that it ^o©3 too far; others
will be disappointed because the interpretations do not to Vie root of
all the elements of abnormalcy found in these persons* It is impossible
to :lease even/ body* Here an attempt has been Bade to present the data
and make no speculative inter rotations that cannot be sup orted by that
data*
Some ?ay be dissatisfied ..ith the influence of abnormal psychology
on the t inking and writing of the writer, but since this is a study of
abnormal personalities, it is impossible to aa’-ce an ndequn e study of them
without a preponderant use of the methods of abnormal psychology.
he writer wished to express his appreciation to the superintendent
of the Worcester State Hospital for making it possible to pursue this
study and to have ree access to the library and all records of the hos-
pital; to the psychi trists and -ocial service department for hel re-
•-
.
ceived from them; and ea ecially to Dr. Carroll A. sVise, cha lain and
theological supervisor at the hospital, who pave ranch inspiration and
hours of discussion in the preparation of this thesis.
Eecause of the confidential nature of the m terial used in this
study, it must be inaiste.’' that under no circumstances should any :.f
this thesis be used in any way whatsoever without the consent of the
writer
..
CHAI’TER ONE
THE NATURE OF RELIGION
The purpose of this study is to show how certain abnormal person-
alities have used religion as an escape from problems of life* When the
term "abnormal personalities" is used, the implication is that such a
use of religion is not the normal one* It thus seems necessary to
define religion in its normal sense before a demonstration can be
presented of an abnormal use of religion*
It is very diffic It to define religion* 5any attempts have been
made to define the nature and function of religion,^" and on hurried
examination it seems that few if any of them are alike* This failure on
the part of definers may be due to several factors- It may be that they
actually do not know what the nature of religion is. Or the nature of
reli ion may be so varied and cover so many different as ects and pre-
cesses that it is difficult to contain them all in one definition. Or
again it may be that each person who Bets about to define religion has in
mind only one phase of religion and really is working with only one small
fraction of the whole. lo doubt there is a certain amount of truth in
each one, and that no one attempt is all-inclusive. If one makes the
definition too broad he gets lost in the mighty expanse he tries to cover,
1 See the footnote on page 45 of Edmund S. Conklin's The Psycho-
logy of Religious Ad justnent for a list of books containing studies of
definitions of reli ion. Particular attention should be paid to J. T.
Leuba's A sychologlcal Study of Religion (Hew York: acmillan, 1912),
pp. 559 ff.
(Edmund S. Conklin, The Psycho lo y of Religious Adjustment , ew
York: ac mil lan, 1929*)
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9and if he snakes it too narrow he is tied hand and fo >t to that restricted
field and is apt to create the wrong impression#
On closer study of many definitions of religion it has been found
that saost of the definera »ere interested more in the sym toms of relig-
2 accounted for iniosity than the actual nature of religion* This raay be / several
ways* • In the first place, the definers may h ve had a mistaken idea
of the nature of religion. In the second place, they may have found that
religion was something inner, and found it difficult to describe it in
the beet language, and so have resorted to the figurative language of the
material aorLd. But whatever the real reason might be, it is true chat
people have often fo md out that certain institutions, rites, or ceremon-
ies have been assoc ated wit those peoole considered religious, so they
have concluded that if one ado ts those ins itutiona, rites, or ceremonies
into life, the result would be religion. They have been so interested in
these symptoms of religion that they have failed to perceive the actual
nature of religion*
Throu^hovt the history of the world many theories as to the nature of
religion have apr n r up* Some of these theories have been accepted for a
while, and then have been rejected* Other theories have developed over a
long eriod of time and are still irt the process of evolution and evaluation
Some have claimed authenticity through a peal to theory, others have
claimed rational justification, others emotional satisfaction, eta.,
out the ultimate teat of the validity of an idea of the nature of religion
^ Theodore Sohroede**, The Psycho—analytic Approach to Religious
Experience
.
-.
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is experiment, or practicability* If an idea of the nature of religion
can be justified by reason, and yet does not withstand the test o e exper-
ience and ox eri ient, then it ia safe to say that it did n>t define the
true or ultimate nature of religion.
The purpose of this chapter ia to state and describe what the writer
believes is the nature of religion* It my be that this idea of tlia na-
ture of religion may contain some of the sane faults that previous attempts
at this same problem have contained, yet this writer thinks this idea is
near the true one, and this chapter will try to show how experience bac^s
it up*
DEFINITION OF THE NATURE OF RELIGION*
The nature of religion is two-foldt (1) the adjusting of the self to
the environment, and 2' the adjustin' the environment to the self* This
definition necessitates an ex ianation of terms* By self is aeant the
total personality, the person as a dynamic whole; by environaent is oeant
all those forces with which the tota . ersonal by coaes in contact* This
means that religion is concerned with the science or art of llvin . Life
is made up of adjusting to the environment and adjecting the environment
to the self, so religion can be thought of as the direction of life*
..HAT ADJU iIHG 0 THE iNVIRP iNT ‘.NS.
..hen a /©rson is born, he has to have continuous care at first, when
he was in his mother’s womb a 1 his desires were satisfied, his environ-
ment was Limited and simple, and he *as rotected from all inj ry. He had
..
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to do nothin;: for himself* At birth his err ironment widens but he does
not knew how to adjust hi toeIf to it; he has to be taught how* Gradually
he is weaned away from continuous care* He learns to do things for himself.
Hie mental and physical capacities develop so as to conform to the environ-
ment in which he finds himself* At first he can do little about making the
environment conform to his wishes, so he has to adjust himself to things as
he finds them* Of course he ray learn that by cakin certain sounds from
his mouth he can get certain things done for him, but gradually, if he is
to row u
,
he must learn that life isn't that easy* He learns that life
demands first that he conform with its conventions.
Thus the in ividual gro..o, and rows in more ways than one. He -rows
physically, tentally, e rationally, aesthetically, s iritually. This i3 be-
cause ho finds that the environs nt in which he finds himself forced to
live contains something more than just himself* He finds thai, there are
other people living who have t e sane desire^and instincts that he has, and
that they are ail seekin to satisfy tho e sa e desires and instincts. And
he also learns that there is another being that exists, and that that be-
ing, although he cannot see it or concei e it physically, yet it is preoent
in his environ ent an 1 he feels the force of toe desires of that ’-air: .
The individual thus learns that the environment of his total personality
involves relationship with the world o~’ human beings and with the world
of a supreme being, as well as his own ..ishes and desires*
&RAT AlWri'"1 TH r’NVIROmSEST ! rCANS.
Once the individual has inade a successful adjustment to his environ-
4.
• *
c
••
1 ' '
’
.
.
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’-.lent, he becomes dissatisfied with it* He wishes to improve it. He sri jhes
that his own personal desires and instincts couLd be m re easily and adeq-
uately satisfied. Ke feels that he ha3 sithin himself more and higher cap-
acities that ought to be realized, but which cannot because of the limit-
ations of his environment. Wo© reaember what the environment includes. It
inciud ;s everythin^ with which hia total personality cones in contact. It
includes the esires of his feiloa man and of !>od. This maane i he attains
a higher level of self-real i ration he mu t improve hia physical surround-
ings, hia re ation to his fellow men, an his relation to od. The three
go hand in hand. He cannot adjust the environment until he adjusts him-
self to it as he finds it.
At thie oint some will wonder if successful adjustment is a prere-
quisite of this dissatisfaction. They will point out that many are dis-
satisfied with the environ aent because they found it difficult to make
the adjustment. ..e find aany people who are dissatisfied with their en-
vironment because they have never been able to adjust the as lives, 'hey
have projected their c <n inability or ..eakneos onto the environment.. They
have tried to take a short cut or find an easy ..ay to living. ut such a
cerson is not truly religious. The great religious leaders have first
adjusted themselves to their environment before they htve tried to chan ;e
it. They have ’osired adj st cent firat because they have ..anted to coop-
erate rather than dominate; their viewpoint has been broad rather than
aelfi3h.
THIS NATO . C XI3ICN.
Religion is the process of growing, integrating oneself to the envir-
'«
.
.
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onment, and the changing that environment into a better one. eligion is
favorite
not the observing of certain / formulae, the recitation of certain creeds,
the attendance in a certain building at certain prescribed times—these
thin -s are mere symptoms. hese are merely devices formulated by man to
help him grow and become integrated. ..{any people think that if they work
these mechanical things they have religion, but instead they are trying to
work magic. If those formulae do not help a person grow, then t ey have
no value; likewise if a person can row .vithout these for j.ulae, Lhen ho is
religious in spite of anythin anybody oan say to tne contrary.
THE RELI. ;ION OF RI'dTI'/E PEOPLE*
when 1 ife is on a primitive level, the individual finds that his en-
vironment is not very large. Kia personal desires are easily satisfied
without much e fort on his part, an’ his social obligations are not very
heavy. The satisfaction of his own personal instincts generally does not
hinder the 3a ie satisfaction on the part of the few others in his environ-
oant. but once he adjusts himself to life, he becomes more or less dis-
satisfied *iuh it, an. he seeks a higher level of culture. As the level of
culture advances and life becomes more complex; when instincts are not so
easily And re dily satisfied; when there are more peo le in his environ sent;
he finds th t ;ro..th is iaore di icult. He finds out that at times he lias
to restrain certain drives within hi ioelf. He learns that sometimes it is
necessary to sacrifice present pleasure or future pleasure or the rvoid-
anco of
t
ain. 5 He learns that he has to consider the rights of others
5 For a more complete statement of this principle, see Sigmund
Freud’ 8 Beyond the Pleasure Principle.
,'
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in satisfying their own drives, and he begins to have a consci usness that
there is some force higher than core human instinct with which he has to
reckon.
At first the primitive nan may have only a vague idea of the nature of
God and true nature of the power of God. He nay easily and readily associate
it with whatever he is dependent upon for the satisfaction of his desires.
He might attribute it to the sun, or the moon, or stars, the rainfall, trees,
animals, soil* But he roust integrate himself with whatever he thinks it is.
He must also adjust himself to the rest of hie environment as it is.
As tine jarohes on and his physical and social environment ^©velops, he
will find that his idea of the nature of the supreme being will develop.
This means that he is adjusting his environment. This means tliat religion
is working in his life, fhe primitive religion need not be on a high plane
because the instincts are not on a high plane. Life is not complicated,
hence religion need not be complicated.
THE RELIGION OP THE ISRAELITES.
If we trace back through the history of the Israelitish people we find
that we can go clear back to a primitive level of culture or civilization
in which they were simple nomads who roamed over the country eating and
living however they could. Such a life was simple and on a low level of
civilization. The individual adjusted himself to a low level of civiliza-
tion; religion was therefore also on a low level. But a3 the people
thoroughly adjusted to this sort of life they beca s a little din satis-
fied with life as they found it. So «ti jbs lack of rainfall made
4 g.A. carton. The Reli ion of Israel, p. 5.
*
* '
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it difficult for them to find wild animals to kill as easily as they .leased.
They looked with longing eyes upon the land of the fertile crescent, and
wished that they could have that environment. And so they came into that
territory. "hen cane about a new adjustment, for life .vas different. Their
physical desires were sati fied in a different manner. Their relationship
one with another and with the other occupants of the land became more
complicated. They fo nd that r their power must come from a
5dif erent source. Their God had been the local God of Sinai* They found
it was difficult for them to ada t their Yahweh to their a ricultural
life, while it .>a easy to ado t the baals of the Canaanites. The Israel-
ites aocordin ly a o ted the ritualistic practices of Canaan to get the
benefit of the gods of Canaan so that the crops would be successful.
Accordingly ~e find that the Israelites had adjusted the environment
to a higher 1 vel. They then had to adjust themselves to t at i er l.ve.*
It was religion which helped them do this, for it is religion which helps
one grow and adjust to life. This ..as accomplished largely by a religion
more or less of "dont's" or "thou shalt not's". They found out that one
way of being able to measure up to the higher standards was to repress and
suppress any of their more base desires in order that higher values might
be attain i 1 . But as civilization a van ed even higher, they thought
that it was the observance of those rtdont*s n that had made it possible.
Ibid, p. 4
..
. .m
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and they said that religion is the strict observance of the letter of the
law to the nth degree. But this did not help them to adjust to hi her
standards. Their idea of the nature of religion was wrong. They had thought
that it was something of an external nature, and that external formulae
would bring about religion. Little did they know the true nature of
religion. And until they learned to adjust themselves to their environ-
ment, they would not be able to elevate their environment.
THE RELIGION OP JESUS.
At the time when Jesus came into the world the condition of life
was as has just been described. The people were not making a proper
adjustment to their environment, and did not have the stimulus to change
that environment, partly because they had the wrong idea of the nature
of religion. Although the law of loses had been adequate in helping the
people integrate their personalities to their environment, at this time the
environment was much different, and mere observing of the Btrict letter of
the law was not going to help. They thought of religion as something
external which could be operated mechanically. Their religion was more like
magic and mythology than it was true religion, .ihat may be religion for one
group of eeople on a certain level of civilization is not religion for
another group of people on a different level of civilization. Consequently,
we find that the Israelites were having a hard time adjusting to life, and
were static in their development, even in danger of slipping back onto a
lower level. The level of civilization on which they were living was not
satisfying their individual instincts, their attitudes toward their fellow
men were not adequate to the actual living conditions, and their conception
..
1
'
-
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of the nature of God was not high enough to help them get the proper per-
spective on life as a w ole*
Jesus realized all this* He himself had become perfectly integrated to
his environment because he had adjusted himself properly to his own desires
and wa^to, he was in perfect accord with his fellow nan, and he had a much
higher conception of God than the average Israelite. ? e was ready to im-
prove that environment, but he found that the people were not ready* Kven
as hoses had found that the people were not ready to be led out of bondage
in the land of hgypt (and that political bondage symbolized not only in-
ability to satisfy their own desires, but inability to integrate their per-
sonalities to their fellow-men and to God), so, too, Jesus found that the
people were not ready to be led out from under the bondage of the Pharisaic
conception of the nature of religion* Religion to him was not an external
show of living up (or down) to the strict letter of the law which :oee3 had
found necessary to help the people* To him religion meant growth; it leant
having life, and having it more abundantly; it meant loving thy neighbor as
thyself; it leant loving God with all your heart, and soul, and might.
^
/ihen one had that, he said, the Kingdom of God would be at hand* He himself
set about building the Kingdom of God because he was ready; he saw that in
order for the people to help him they must be ready too* He s ent his life
trying to toach the people that religion was not as the Pharisees taught, but
that it was a more vital thing* He tried to show the people what he meant*
:2s ec tally did he try to show hie disciples what he meant by the Kingdom, but
they failed at the time to understand. They were thinking all the time
<4 atthew 22*57-59; John 10:10
*
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in terms of tho David ic Messiah which had been cromined* He e iphasized the
beliding of the Kingdom, and sug es^ed indirectly what kind of an rganiza-
tion might hel bring that about* Moat of hie followers got the idea of the
organization, but they missed the whole idea of the true nature of ’’-od*
Thus we find that the Sarl.y Church was more interested in the organiza-
tion of the Church, which was supposed to be the instrumental organization
for building tho Kingdom, than they were interested in the Kingdom itself*
The poo le ..ere a ain de Pining religion in terms of symbols of religiosity
rathor than in terms of the i tegration of the personality to the environ-
ment and subsequently the environment to the personality. They saw that the
religious oerson is able to ranscend his environment, so they thought that
being free from the eins of the physical environment ./as being religious*
They thou ht that if they withdrew from life thdy were religious, for by
withdrawal fr *m life they were a>le to transcend the physical environment.
They faiLed to see that what Jesue meant by religion was not escape from
life, but facing. Life.
THE R IGT N OF THE BUTTHI T.
It has b en noticed that t e religion of Mo~98 and of Jesue has bodn
the adjustment to the environment and the ad jurtment of tie environ lent.
The end result has been a transcending of the environment because of absol-
ute facin the tvorld and tho conquering of the world, ^ow the Buddhist
attempts to achieve the s:\me end result, but through an entirely di^erent
.
- |p »s
'
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^rocsss. In order to understand the process used oy the Buddhist it is
helpful first of ail to understand the process, say, of Jesus, i order to
contrast and compare the two.
Time an a ain Je; s ceme face to face with crises in his life. Nearly
all of these crises sere in regard to what he mu3t do in order to build the
kingdom of God. ?ake for exa pie his experience of the Transfiguration* 7
He had just been on a to r throughout Galilee tryin: to show the people
what he leant by the Kingdom of God, a d what kind of a "essiah the peo ole
of IsraeL needed. ”s' ocial’v did he try to show the disciples just what he
neant. But the peo le did not unuurs^and . Neither did the scribes and
Pharisees. In a sense they drove him o t of t v e country. Jesus could sense
dan er coming from them, and also from Herod* As he wit ;drew r m that
country, he drew his disciples to him, since he noticed t mt they continued
to follow him in spite of his rejection, and asked just what t e .eople
thought he was* He may have been interested in knowin this, but it is more
robable that he wa i nly interested n ahat his 'isciples thought he was*
And he receives the quick answer from Peter that they think he s the
Messiah* But they do not think of him as the kind of Messiah that Jesus
actual :y was, but t ay were thinking of him in teons of the 1 avidic ,’ej iah.
Jesus took the opportunity to tell them that he was a different kind of
a me siah—he was a suffering lessiah, one that may have to .-^o down to a
dishonor bie death* Peter openly rebels, and Jesus a~ain is faced with the
'"7 Matthew 17:1-8; Mark 9:2-8; Luke 9:28
-
56 . This is the writer’s
own interpretation, but is indebted to Georges Berguer's Some Aspects of
the Life of Jesus and to Professor Lowstuter for suggestions.
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question—-just what kind of a Messiah should I be? So he takes three of
hie disciples up on the mountain to pray. Is he goin- to go ahead with
his jlans? Is he going to conquer the world by "— facing the orld, or
is he going to retreat? /.hat had 'loses and Mlijah done «. hen they had such
problems? id t ey go on, or did they retreat? And as he ponders over
the question, the picture of those two great aen comes to his mind, and
he cones to the realisation that they faced reality* And 'od did not for-
sake them in their our of ne d* He realizes that he mu rt do the sa le,
"nd he determines to o on with his lan of the b sliding of the kin do i*
He tells the disci tiles of this experience he has had, and Feter thinks
the experience mast have been so wonderful that tney ought to stay up
there on the mountain f rever and have similar experiences. why should
Jesus go do.»n into the world and suffer? They could withdraw from l fe
and revel in such visions as Jesus had just had* Put Jesus s ys o* He
has received inspiration for action* He s~ee that t e experience he has
just had has value only when it inspire hin on to greater en eavor. That
is the religion of Jesus* that Feter wanted to do was more nearLy what
the uddhist wa-.ts to do* fhe Buddhist wants to co quer the world by
withdrawi g from it and oayinsr no attention to it* He wishes to withd aw
into a wor d of antaey where t Hore are *o obstacles to be met* He
would transcend the environ ent by holdinp himself aloof from it. He
places very hi ;h value in the achieving of states such as Jesus was in
because while he ia in such a state he enters into relationship with the
tlueless element of tan with r!od* These meditations de reciate the world
'f-
.
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and life in its entirety, for they are meditations on the brevity find fut
ility of human existence. The Bu dhist monk feels disgust with hie own
body. He goes through several stages until he comes to a fourth ta e of
complete mental emptiness end uniformity. "Exalt d above pleasure nd
pain, free ?rom lo^e and hate, indiffore t to joy and sorrow, indifferent
toward th whole .»orld, toward Gods and men, even toward himself, the monk
O
lingers on the heights of sancta-indjfferentla, on the threshold of Nirvana."
The congest of age, sickness, and death is the expressed oal of Buddhistic
teaching. This is in direct opposition to the Christian religion which
attempts to reguLate the social life of humanity in its facing squarely the
problem. The cuddhist allows the entire outside world ;,o pa s into oblivion ,
conquers t ie self, >uc oscs the world thereby. Christianity strives to
coniuer salf without losi g the outside LiOrld. The * uddhiatic doctrine i3
more asocial; hristianity is social. u r histic doctrine does not seek
an adju tment to the world; it seeks an escape from the world. That is
what Peter proposed when he sa<d to his Master: "Lord, it is good to be here:
if thou wilt, I will make here t ree ta ernacles; ne for t ee, and one for
oses, and one for lijah."^ The Buddhist wishes to get back to the sane
environ- «nt he was in when he .<aa in his mother's wo lb— jhere he has no-
thing to worry aoout, for all his thinking, feedi g, breathing, is done for
him, and he is in a haltered and protected environ ent. Instead of «ant-
8 The last step of absorption is thus described by Heiler in his
Die Buddhistische Versenkung (Munich, 1922), according to Franz Alexander
in his article: Buddhistic Training as an Artificial Catatonia (The
Biological Me ning of Psychotic Occurences), Psychoanalytic Revie?/ , Vol.
XVIII (1951), p. 155.
9 Matthew 17:4.
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in >r to be reborn, he <ants to re recs bach into the embryonic state. The
Christian does too, b it in order to bs reborn and start a 1 over and oak©
a at .er ad j .istaent to the e vironmeixt. Thus th religion of Jesus is a
facing of reality; the religion of ^he iuddhi t is the escape from reality.
iho ouddhiat adjusts his environ ent to himself, but it is an environment
si milar to iris mother’s womb; the hristian adj ists hi3 enviro ent, but it
is an environment on an increasingly higher piano where the struggle is on
more co plex.
HICO-'HC OPTION 0p PFE NATURE RELIGION.
9 have 9een that the adjustment to the environment is three-fold:
(1) ad ust-ient to the elf, (2' adj stnent to fellow men, and ( ) adjustment
to God# Reli ion has for its task the direction of theo9 three phases of
Those who have
life, /misconceptions of the nature of religion say that reii -ion has to do
•iith only one or two of these maoea. Aocordin ly we have various ideas
spring up here and there which ire all right Insofar as they go, but they
do not o far enough; they are not inclusive enough. Let tie see what
some of these miaco ceptione are*
The wet popular misconcept ion of the nature of religion is tliat it
has to do merely ith adjustment to God. People who ho d this idea believe
that if a person is in co munion with Ood and perfectly d justed with Him,
then he is reli iou . Such a person is the traditional typo of r/stic who
is in im a iate communion or relation with od -early all the ti -e. line
onLy purpose he has in life is the a hieveaont of those joriods of trance
in which he is in high esstasy ’oeca ae he is directly in o tact with the
.
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ultimate reality of the universe. hen he ia in the e trances he has no
sense o ti no sen:.e of t ;e limitations that are a part of living in the
world, and thus he has .ranscended the earthly environment. e have shown
that this i3 the sort o.' experience the uddhist believes io the most relig-
ious, and it is easily seen that aany of tfur famous Christian mystics, such
S3 ladam ouyon, anta Teresa, 8te* have held on to the same belief. But such
a person is not adjusted to t; e wants and instincts of his o..n personal life.
Neit er 1 b he of any service to his fellow nan. Instead of bei g an asset
to him.elf or to society, he is a liability.
Another misconception of the nature of religion is the belief that the
one and o ly thinp worth-while in life is the cabisfaction of ersonai in-
s iucts and desires. Such a person who holds this belief sets about grat-
ifying his every whim, desire, instinct, pleas re, thereby hoping and thin’'-
i
ing that he will achieve ae f-reali ation. But soch a goal in life is not
achisvabie, for that pars n oust live in society, and such satisfaction would
conflict with si ilar satisfaction on the part of ot ers. luch a erao:.
becomes the enerav of ocioty, and so oner or later society will pub a curb
on his ruthless gratific tion of his desires.
Then there is the person who believes that religion is giving his life
in service to ot ere. He thinks only in terms of the macs. Collective or
a sociationai values are t e only values. Personal desires must be in absol-
ute subordination to the will of the majority. Russia works on such an idea
of religion today. Russia has cancelled "rom its reli ion all adj st ’.ent to
the self or to God. Such a religion naturally contains all the "suits that
necessarily go with communism as it is racbiced in its e creme form.
.*
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Eeeidee these three theoriej which think that religion is only one-
fold *3 hare theories which con- 3ive cf the nature of religion a two-fold,
that is, they think that religion hould concern itself lere 1 y with, eay,
adjustment to self and to society and no concern with adjustment to 3odj
or adjustment to oel and lo Cod, with no concern for the other an; or
adjustment to self. The first of these lacks stability ad sense of dir-
ection; the second lacks breadth; the third lacks depth. one f these
results in ..ell-i te rated personalities such as Jesus had. They are all
lop-sided, here the theorists have seen a good thing, but ey have n t
seen allj they lave found a half-truth, but not the whole truth.
?I<FTiri:ANCS *0? TUB RSLIGIOU i .ORKhR.
If the true nature of religion is a.' ho a been stated in this chapter,
-he task of the religious worker is the helping individuals to become in-
tegrated as indicated, tut if a religious worker has one of the above
misconceptions of the nat ro of religi n, then hi3 work is necessarily
going to be limited to a narrower field t vian it should, and the end result
of his work is going to oe lop-oi e individuals. But, if the religious
worker sees the nature of religion as tho integration of the personality
with the self, society, and with God; if he so-s aeout helping the individ-
ual adjust to his environment in the broad sense used here; if his interest
is in the ultimate reality of religion rather than mere symptoms of
religiosity—'then he is voin’ to be able to accomplish something worth-
while. His iajor interest is going to be in personality rather than
subject matter; growth rather than repression; adjustment rather than
ea ape. o will then be building the Kingdom of God as Jes s conceived
..
3
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of the Kingdom. ; e will b© able to say, as Jesus said: 31 a come that
they might have life, and have it more abundantly.
Once tne religi,u3 worker has succeeded in helping the individual
adjuet himself to hie environment, the rest of his work will come about
almost automatically. If the people are well integrated personalities,
they will be ready for an advancement in culture and civilisation. Once
they have the power within themselves they will be prepared to attack
the environment as it is and improve it. :< itlwut that power which the
well-integrated personality has nothing can be acconplishad toward progress;
sr3.th that power they can, as Paul said, "move mountains. 1-1
ABNORMAL P2RS0 ALITISS.
It seems that the natural conclusion of this idea of the nature of
religion is that the normal personality isthe one who is well-integrated
with himself, with urn, and with Cod, and that the abnormal personality
is the one who has a misconception of the nature of religion. The abnormal
personality becomes lop-sided; he fails to adiust himseLf to the problems
of life; instead of trying to meet, overcome, and solve those probie a, he
tries to escape them. This escape may oo^e about in *iany ways, depending
upon his co o option of the nature of reli~ion.
The purpose of this study is to show the develop ent of several ab-
nor al personalities and how they have used religion, or rather, the
symptoms of religiosity (as this study oalls all misconceptions of the
true nature of roli cion) in escaping problems of life. Phe life of each
10 John To 1 10.
11 I Corinthians 15*2
.*
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individual « ill be studied in such a way as to give ag nearly as possible
a total picture of his problems and how he tried to meet them up to the
time of his re3ont i' iness. dartic iar attention sill be iven to
(1) heredity and early i fluences, (2} childhood and ado .ascent develop-
ment, (5'! sex adjustments, ( 4 ) family adjustments, (5) vocational adjust-
ments, ( social e ! jus oats, (7' symptoms of rel 5 g'oeity, and (8X ealth,
for it is believed that *ithin these categories will bo found t'^e major
iroblsms which arise in the average life* Then after a oriof history of
th onset of hia present illness, a picture of to individual’s condition
during hospitalization in tlie cental hospital will be presented, ^ith
these facts as a working basis, an interpretation will then follow
which will attempt to show how and why that individual failed to ake a
successful adjustment to life.
.,
.
.
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CHAPTER T30
A RELIGIOUS POTPOURRI
The girl whose life is going to bo discussed in thi3 chapter was
selected because she was bom a Catholic, brought up a Protestant, and
then fell in love ..ith a Jew who was interested in Christian Science.
After twenty-one years of such a life she sent to a .mental hospital
because she was under a nervouo train. She stated: "It is a ./onder
that I'm alive. All sorts of messages havo been coming to e to do this
or that. There is a battle in ay head between two nations. I'm not crazy.
I've been in a fog." This girl, whom shall call Elsie Hale, -is a fairly
attractive, moderately well developed and well no ris’ned young girl, cut
she has many somatic complaints. A physical e .agination reveals nothiiig
wrong physically except evidences of rheumatic heart disease, which has a
longer history than her present illness. There is nothing unusual about
her appearance except for the fact that hair is rather h avy on her legs
and arm. Judging from her school record her intelligence must be a little
above the average. She was bom and raised in New liiig.and.
The following infer raation about her life was obtained from Elsie,
her mother, and. records from t./o different hospitals.
1 All names and places used in this thesis are, for obvious
reasons, fictitious.
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PERSONAL HISTORY
HEREDITY AND EARLY INFLUENCES.
Nothing is known about the background of Elsie's father. Her
mother's father was a native New Englander who made shoes for a livli-
hood, and who died of heart trouble at the age of sixty-two. Elsie's
mother says of him: "All I know is that I had a wonderful Dad. He was
the best pal I ever had, but he died when I was ten. I was his favorite."
Elsie's grandmother was born in Connecticut and lived to be sixty-
eight. She married when she was still a young lady to a man eighteen
years older than herself, and by this marriage had fourteen c ildren.
Elsie's mother describes her as being a devout Catholic who was very in-
dustrious, strong, healthy, and strict in the careful bringing up of
her children, rthen Elsie was seven years old and her mother twenty-eight
the grandmother died.
Elsie's father was a native of New England who quit school when he
finished the seventh grade to become a shoo cutter. Her mother completed
two years of high school, took four months in a business college, and t men
took eighteen months of a nurses' training course, only to take a position
before graduation beca se her father was ill. .ihile practicing nursing
she fell in love with the brother of one of her patients, and within a
few months they were married. Elsie's mother says that he was a heavy drinker
and failed to provide for the fami y. "He never did a thing for me," she
says. "I guess if you marry the wrong person you grow to dislike them as
much as you like them. He was one of those persons who took everything
and gave nothing. I grew tired of supporting him." She could not divorce
..
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because she had been married in a Catholic Church and her mother was
opposed to divorce. As soon as her mother died, however, she became a
Protestant, divorced her husband, from whom she had been separated for
four years, and kept her children with her. About this she says* "I
gradually realized that I was being dominated by the Church and leading
a life of misery that was avoidable. I didn't want my children brought
up with him in the house. " From that time on she was a private nurse
for a while, then beoame "Lady Assistant" to an Undertaking firm, for
which she now does embalming.
CHILDHOOD ANT ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT
.
Elsie was born on October 1, 1914 when her mother was twenty-one and
her fattier twonty-niie. Her mother's pregnancy was healthy and normal
and fulL term) labor was forty-eight hours long, but no instruments
were used. Elsie wei had six pounds, was breast-fed until fifte n months
old, walked at fourteen months, and talked before that. There was no
chorea, night terrors, enuresis, or other neurotic trait 3 noticed during
her childhood.
Elsie started to school when she was six and graduated when she t?as
eighteen. she alwayc did good work and made good grades, especially in
art and typing, which were her favorite subjects. She never liked math-
e latioa and always had a hard time makin satisfactory grades in that
subject.
She was 41 ite an active child and loved all sorts of sports, espec-
ially out-of-door sports, b t also spent the normal amount of time
'
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playin ' indoors 4. th her dolls* ho also liked to knit, woato, and -mice
dainty and lovely things for herself* he .,as >oeticuloua In her ap oar-
Mice* ohe was fond of dancing, both natural and baii-rooa, and evon
took a class in danoin • But boot of a 1 she liked to paint and draw*
Her -aotfier aaya she was artistio "to the very core of her being*
•
Purin her eohoaors year she »t a boy by the nauo of .ob with
whoa aha fell In love* He also tainted and drew, and the two spent so
m»oh tires to i'ether and wore so interacted In each other that ^lslo quite
forgot her sohool lenoons* Her oother had to keep after her all the
time, even nking her go to siaaner school when she failed in oooe
subject*
3SX ATJU T'!SlTrj.
Hot tucIi is known about Elsie’s early inatruotiona of the subject of
sex* Her aother oays that she tried to ivo Elsie all the Instruction
that she oould intelligently give, and even eu vested to her certain
books to read on tho subject*
The msnarohe was established « : on Elsie -as twelve* ho has soever
/
had any difficulty with the period o, which have boon regular*
It se 'as that she always has v«d a 'wealthy attitude toward other
children of both sexes* 3ho ;ias brought up wi th an older brother and a
younger slotor, and one sui'ier s; ent oonoidorable tins with a foraale
cousin*
ahen she was sixte n Elsie net and fel L in love with a young raan who
was twenty-four* (Boo CHIU MOT and *roL 0 T FE?Et/V j rr?) He lived
..
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in the same apartment building* The two were both interested in art and
they became acquainted through this mutual interest* They spent quite a
bit of time together painting and d racing* He used her as a model for
many of his drawings* Elsie's mother thought the relationship quite
harmless, she ar roved of Bob, and allowed the friendship to continue*
At one time she took him aside and said* "Now listen here, young man,
ay daughter is a virgin and I want you to keep her that .;ay." By that
time the two had beoome quite attached to each other* Bob seemed to
have absorbed Elsie entirely* She went with no one else and centered all
her attentions on him and his mother* She spent about as much time with
him and his mother as with her own mother, who began to feel as thou^i
she had loot her daughter* Her mother be :an to suspect that something was
wrong, but did not know what* As a matter of fact, the two lovers were
sexually intimate. The mother began to take a dislike toward Bob and
tried to separate the two* Elsie did not like her mother's attitude and
actions and decided to move away from her mother in order that she could
be free from her domination*
At Christmas, 193^, Bob -ave Elsie an engagement ring which had
belon ’ad to his mother. His mother put the ring on her finger, and the
two lovers planned to get married the following June*
Elsie says the following about Bob* "He came to visit me while I
was in the hospital JjSee HEALThJ and he had such a funny habit ( 3he
imitated a nervous snuffle). I asked him what wa3 the matter, and made
him promise to go to set a doctor about it* *hen I asked him what he
thought it could possibly be, he said* 'I think it is becauoe I am trying
*•
.
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to be true to you* 1 I supose it could be that, couldn't it? I know he
had other women before he had me—he's twenty-six, you know—and I know
that he has had other women since, but he loves me, I'm sure, because
he was always afraid I’d be pregnant. He never actually finished inter-
course with jo, though he made me do some other things I did not ,*;ant to
do, and I thoujit somehow the way he kissed ae at "irst was unclean} it
was repulsive, tut later on I uess I got to like it. I love him now,
you know." She also says she slept with him twice, but she did not live
with him regularly. Evidently she
:
ot so.ie satisfaction from the inter-
course.
FAMILY ADJU riT7KNTS.
The home conditions have already been presented to some extent in
H REUTY AND ARLY INFLUENCES. She doesn't remember much about her
brother, who died when she was still a little girl. She says: ’I remember
oing to a Catholic school. I don't know where I was—I went to a convent
with my brother for a few months." Apparently she has not had much inter-
est in her younger sister, although she has been friendly with her when
they did live together.
At one time she said* "I've be vn ooved aro nd and moved around. I
have been like a 3ort of lost sheep stuck out of water." It is quite
evident that the mother has been an extremely dominant factor in the
situation until the time when Sl3ie tried to establish her independence
when she moved away from her mother. There evidently havo been bitter
quarrels between thej. The mother’s prying into her affairs was not
;*
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satisfied until the very week that Elsie became acutely psychotic#
Elsie 80903 to have liked Bob*s mother very such, for he spent ouch
time with her, even lived with her for a while, and helped her redecorate
the apartment, dye the curtains, and refurnish Bob*s bedroom*
VOCATIONAL ADJUSTMENT*
Elsie started to work for a firm as billing clerk immediately after
leaving school, and worked in that capacity from that time until her
hospitalisation. She was a steady worker, well liked by the other em-
ployees. Her position is waiting for her if she leaves the hospital.
SOCIAL ALJU THEM'S.
She has al.-.ays loved the company of others, and has been dependent
upon them for entertain ent. She liked to .aint, draw, knit, and weave,
but preferred to do them with others about her. All 3cemed to like her,
and she seemed fairly popular. She was aeil liked where she workod;
she seemed a happy and oaBy-go-lucky type of individual, yet .iaa rather
tense, hi h strung and active. She loved ball-room dancin ' and even
took a co rse in natural dancin'. She enjoyed reading and Bpent 30 me ti me
each day at this. She went to the movies often. She has always been
very active and loved to take part in all sorts of oports. But to paint
and to dra/.—"that is her one bi gest desire," save hor mother.
SYMPTOMS Of PELIGIOSITY.
Elsie's mother was a Catholic but Elsie was brought up a Protestant
.,
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She attended an Episcopal Church, and although she did not attend regularly,
she was faithful to thnt Church until she 'net Eob. Throu :h him she took
up Christian cienco. Her mother a parently was quite pleased with this
chan -e in belief, because in regard to it she said: "You see, it made her
realize that she had been ’living In sin#'* She did not hesitate to ex-
preaa this idea to Elsie. "You see, Elsie, not only your mother, but your
religion says you’ve been ’living in sin.*" A parently a preat deal of
religious exhortation has entered into the onset of Elsie’s illness,
both on tho part of the mother and on the part of '.lsie, ho lias always
been considered a very religious girl.
HEALTH
Elsie had chicken pox and whooping cou^i in her childhood. At the
age of ten she had rheumatic fever and wasin bed only three days, but no
joint swellings occurred. Heart trouble was discovered about five years
previous to hospitalization through school examination. She had had no
symptoms of this trouble. In 1924 she had a tonsillectomy.
Elsie has always v»9ed coffee in the toomin
,
tea occasional
,
alcohol
moderately in company, and tobacco occasionally.
to
Prom ti to/time fox- three years she had been having abcecaes on her
buttocks. They ever semed to disappear entirely, but kept coining again
and again. Elsie was a raid to consult a doctor for fear her relations
with bob would be discovered. Finally she went to the hospital «h re
an endocervicitis and ischio rectal abcess were opened and illation and
Ourettage performed* She had to remain in the hosp tal for one day before
A.
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the operation because her pulse rate was u to l6C. After the o oration
she seemed to have a toxic psychosis. There .va3 a certain amount of con-
fusion and toxicity immediately following the operation, a rash of
urticarial type came on her body within twenty-four hours, and she reported
a disto tion of contour of faces of people abo t her. Acute psychotic
symptoms did not appear for some four or five days.
HI3TORY OF R5 ENT IMWE3S.
Elsie had been hi h strung and nervous since first ue tin- Bob.
rthen her mother began to try to interfere with their affair, Elsie became
more irritable, she and her mother had more and more quarrels, and finally
in July, 1934 she decided to assert her independence >011 her mother and
move. She found a room elsewhere and lived there for a while* She did
not like it living alone, and soon came back to the same apartment buildi g
but not to her "other. Her mother by this time had a so taken a room
elsewhere. Elsie lived with Bob's mother for a while, but soon wearied
of this arrangement and moved in with her maternal aunt, who lived in the
same building.
At Christ jaa, 193^, Bob ga e Elsie the en-'agement ring. They 3a®
very little of her mother until Fobru ry, when her mother beoa 00 sick and
ca no to li e in the came apartment with Elsie and her aunt. Elsie showed
no ental sympt ps at this time, other than her usual nervousness, but
she developed another abcess on her buttocks. This her mother would allow
to 30 uncared for no longer, took her a ide, stri ped her, and examined
her. As the mother said* “Of course I found just what I had expected
..
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about her and ob." Her mother also opened a let er from Bob which con-
firmed her suspicion of their relationship, and she went to New York to
see him, and to tel him what she thought of him. He admi ted nothing
but said that he intended to marry her in June.
The mother and daughter became more and more estranged, as the former
evidently talked much against Bob and tried to separate them. In speak-
ing of it, she said: "I didn't want her to have to go through what I've
had to go through. I tried for years to separate her and E6b. I knew
something was going on betwe n them. She finally left me because she
couldn't tolerate ray efforts to separate thera. He's a nice kid, but he
has too much of my husband in him."
The mot,her finally got Elsie to o to the hospital on February 17th.
(See HEALTH.) After coming home from the hospital on February 25th,
Elsie tore up Bob's letters and everything he gave her except the ring,
which she gave to her mother to keep "until she knows what she .vants to
do with it." he turned against Bob; she said she didn't trust him.
She said he mesmerized her. She then began talking about God's voice
telling her to do things, and the last three or f ur days before admission
to the mental hospital she became more agitated. She talked about
wanting her mother to take her away from the apartment house. She would
get her coat and say: "I'm going to take you out of here. They've had
a bad influence on you." On Friday ni^ht, Warch 8th, she :egan to hear
things. She would also -aze about and say: "Everybody lo ks crazy"
(the peculiar distort! >n of contour of the faces of people about her).
Saturday morning it took three people to hold her from going out of the
.
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apartment* Later that morning she was taken to the mental hospital.
About the affair her mother said: "f;he ha3 been terribly upset
because she has been deceiving :ne all these years. That plus the operation
and the fact that she was discovered was more than she could stand.
CONDITION DURING HOSPITALIZATION
Elsie had been in the hospital ei^ht months when the following
summary was made*
Elsie has been seclusive most of the time; at times uncooperative; at
other times very sweet and cooperative; most of the time finds her very
self-assertive, able to find fault with everything, including the nurses,
doctors, and herself. Although the other patients treat her very well,
she lias little respect for them or their possessions; she holds herself
suerior to them.
Her attitude towards her work has been very unreliable. At tines
she would do very good work, but then she might turn around and undo or
destroy what she ad just created. Her interest flies from one thing to
another. Che seems to want to do just the opposite of what o ere are
doin'. In her leisure time she will read, do occupational therapy work,
or be aeclusive and occu ded wit her dreams. She generally enjoys her
visits with her mother, and with anyone else in whom she lias confidence.
At times Elsie seems dazed and confused, especially right after
admission did she feel this way. .'any times she aoems to be in a dream
state or stupor, staring straight ahead at no visible object. At other
times she see us quite conscious of surroun ings.
.
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At first she responded mostly to internal stimuli, and there sms even
a question of her actions being the result of compulsion. ®-t times ihe
reap nda fair y <se: L to external stimuli, but mostly to internal. Gsreraily
when questioned ehe ia oriented in all spheres. Her memory has been fair
and she apeaka with chronological sequence. At times there has been
retrospective falsification, fli t of ideas, and confusion of ideas. Her
judgment has been impaired because of hallucinations of hearing the voice
of her mother or of God. Someti aea she imagines she hears other patients
talk about her and accusing her of sins, of having had a baby and murdering
it. She say9 that on one occa ion the voice said* "Don't o© afraid.
I am God. I am taking you. Get up—run. Take off your ni ht goarn and
lay on the floor—I am hel inn you. Do as I bid." 3ho ^ays further,
durin one of her quiet seclusive moods, over and over: "I love you Bobj
come and take me out of here."
Her mood lias been very unstable. At times she ha3 been cheerful,
irritable, suspicious, sometimes she has laughed hard for no a parent
rea.on, sometimes she lias cried and begged that she not be har ed. She is
shy at times, but mostly she has been assaultive even.
For a while she became greatly interested in a nale patient shorn she
saw in the cafeteria. She insisted in watching him all the ti vs and doing
whatever he did. She also paid uch attention to every .an t at came in
the ward in which she lived and tried to flirt with him.
On September 5«"d, 195^ she ran away from the Ikb pital. She was
picked up by the dice and returned the next day. She gave a history of
having met "strange men" and of sleeping and having intercourse with
.(
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them* The A. Z* test shows that she is not pregnant*
fthiLe in the hospital she developed the idea of havi ir n spiritual
babies," by which she meant that she was to have a child without having
intercourse* She said that the day was coming when men and women would
love each other without paying attention to the lower part of their
bodies, and th t a 1 babies would be "spiritual babies*
*
Elsie often hears v ices s eakin- to her* "I hear Jesus with me* He
is always around with me* I hear him speaking to e telling me what to do*
The ..orId is cooing to an end*" She says she han had three revelations
from God* At the hospital where she had the operation just prior to her
admission to the mental hospital she said God told her: "Rest, little one,
let me come to you," but she did notrelax and allow this to happen, but
"fought a ainst it*"
"I was born rioh. I was born a Catholic* I was put on this earth to
do good* If anyone wants my life, it is God that is going to take it*
I'm going to God Sunday. I'm going to die although I'm not ready yet.
God expresses life and truth, love and spirit." “I can't cae.t isy pearls
before swine. ’other eans Godj God tells me things. I've tried to
reflect God. Everybody reflects God* Nothing can harm you, dear, you
reflect God* here is no sin, disease, or harm in the divine mind."
he read a letter from her mother which was filled with such a com-
bination of religious jargon of a parently mixed Catholic and Christian
Science variety that it was difficult to get a coherent impression. In the
letter the mother said she loved Elsie and her sinter better than anything
else on earth "except God horn you must give ynursalf to because inasmuch
.
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as you give him love he sill see that love surrounds you*" Again she 3aid
she has no material mother and father, but : :od 1 oks out for her.
Elsie said she believed that she could feel her toes, then her feet,
and then on up, her body, gradually turning to stone. She said: "I don't
know why I am here* I am dying and thoy are bombing me* I can feel that
I am dead from my toes up. People in the tub room are laughing at me, and
I heard them a y that I had had a oaby and killed it; that I was a murder-
er. .*hy should they say such things when I have never done it? 0 Later
she said she still believed that she ..as being embalmed, and that she has
been murdered and in no* dead. On another evening she announced: "I'm
going to die tonight* I hi : a baby here six weeks ago. It is upstairs
in the nursery* I want you to give it to my mot her wnen she comes* She
baca ie excited about eleven-thirty, saying she was going to die* Again
on another evening she 3aid she wanted to sit in a drawer in a linen
closet, saying* "I want to die, because I have too many people to please."
Her mood and ttitude has been conai tont to some extent .*ith the sit a-
tion with which she conceives herself to be confronted.
On o e occasion Slsie aid she thought her recent illness seemed to
have purified her, and she adds: "I have nothing to be asha iod of now.
I am sinnin., no more." Again she said* "I have fasten three times and
each tine I have picked ^self up in an effort to do as God wills." On
another occasion, when asked why she did a certain thing, replied: "hy
mother just told me t at I am supposed to do that*" She says the sins
she has committed are minor. At I'irst loie liad little judgment or in-
sight into her trouble; then a lie cevelo ed some, and had a great desire
to be helped and to get well; now she seems to have given up and has a
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"don't care" attitude*
INTERPRETATIOW
The first important influence that can be noted on the development of
Elsie's life is her other's attitude toward her* Her mother had been un-
happy in her marriage :eca jso she had been unable to domineer and control
her husband as she had leased. She was, however, able to have complete
command over her daughter's lifo. She had juggled her religious fait s in
such a manner that she was able to escape this problem in her life, and she
tried to teach Elsie to do the same thing in her life. ; hen her mother
died she changed from the 'atholic Church to the Episcopal Church in order
to s >cure a divorce. he caused Elsie to change also.
All through her early life her mother naturally controlled her life,
controlled who her friends were, what she did in her spare time, and what
she did in school. She was always driving Elsie to greater endeavors in
school work, and when lisle was about to fail to rraduato from High School
she forced her to go to summer s hool in order that she might finish at the
regular time.
uhen Elsie first met Bob, her mother approved, but tried to have a
control in the affairs between them. he took Bob aside and told him that
Elsie was a virgin and that she intended for Vim to keop her that way. She
allowed the romance to continue until she oaw that the affair was getting
beyond her control. Then she tried to break u? the affair. She said
herself that she felt that she as losing her daughter.
At ail times during Elsie's life her mother was right at her elbow
. ,
,
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trying to dictate how she should live her life* For no len -th of time at
all was El6ie out of sight of her mother* Her mot ?r seeded to want to
live ilsie'e life for her* This factor was sure to make it difficult
for Elsie to assert her own individuality in thio world and do her own
adjustin' to life situations* rut in epito of this handicap Isie seems
to have cade a fairly good attempt at asserting her own self* he learned
to do many things* She was good at small han'crafts such as weaving and
knitting. She was aide to paint and draw rather well. She learned ho# to
play with children and how to meet friends and strangers. She even
learned to be fairly oouular. She enjo ed the com any of others—in fact,
she learned to like trie company of others in all that she did. he liked
out-of-d or sports which gave companionship. She even referred to paint
or draw in the company of others to drawing alone* She became dependent
upon others for entertainment, out she was not a bore. People liked her*
In her vocational life s e made a ~ood adjustment* She was liked by
her emoloyers and by her fellow workers. Her work wa9 satisfactory, and
she enjoyed the kind of work she was doin?*
In her adjustment to her family she #as only fairly successful. In
a ito of her mother's dominance she pot along fairly well with her. Her
relationship with other members of the family seems to have been rather
neutral. She does not remember much about her brother, and shows little,
if any, concern about her sister.
In her affair with Bob she has mde one gallant effort to adjust
hersolf to another person. 3he seems to have become absorbed in him. She
gave herself up completely to him. She was never happy except in hiB
*
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presence, and she wished to bo with him ail of the time. She '^av® up all
interest in school f r interest in him. She adopted hi3 religious beliefs.
Even when her mother attempted to break the affair she remained true to him,
and even .vent so ar as to leave ho ie. It seems that here she almost
succeeded in asserting her independence and indivi uaiity and her ability
to adjust her life to that of another person. But after a short trial of
this adjustment 3he became homesick* she seeded to be ll able bo shake
loose from the old dominance; she came back to the old apart sent j soon she
was with her mother a ain and "under h«r sing." Her alia it attempt at
asserting her ri t to live er own life cane to an abrupt end. Her attempt
at a successful sexual and social adjustment failed and she was onoe more
dependent upon her mother's decisions.
>o far not much has been said about her use of the symptoms of relig-
iosity as an escape from ' er problems. It has been noted that hor mot er
taught her to use the a as an escape when she had her change from the Cath-
olic to a Protestant Church. Such a cha e in the girl's religious adjust-
ment did nob seem to be harmful at the time, and one iould have thou ht tha x
she had received benefit from the change. She was considered a religious
girl. Che was faitlifuL in her attendance at church and loyalty to the
church. But it Boeuo that the harm was done underneath the 3ur"ace. The
girl became confuted as to the real purpose of these different church
or anieati is and den > inutlons and faiths. She could not fail to know
what use her mother lead iad.0 of them. .Then she chose her sexual partner
she chose one who believed in another religion or faith and who was a mem-
ber of another race. She adopted her friend's ideas about religion, and she
c*
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changed her attitude toward her life and its problems* . ut such a change
did not seem to be ood for her* The end result was that she became so nixed
up in her religious belief that she did not know where she stood in relat-
ionship to her environment* She did not know what her attitude toward
herself ought to be* She began to deve'op a reat sense of "living in
sin*" she did not know what attitude she should take toward other people.
She was torn between love for her mother and love for Bob* And she
became all mixec up in her idea of her relationship with God*
hhen her attempt to live her own life a' she pleased failed* when
her mother learned of the intimacy of her relationshi with Bob* when
she gav* in to her mother's demands and went to the hospital for the
operation for the abcesses—her world seemed to faLl to pieces about her.
She be ame highly e\cited—so much so t at her pulse raced along at such
a high rate that the doctors were unable to operate for a while. After
the operation she failed to recover from the anaesthesia com lately. She
seems to have given up. She gave her ring which she had received from
Bob to her mother, signifyin - that she had changed her Loyalty from him
to her mother* She tore u the letters 3he had received from iim* She
began talking of hie as her mother talked of him—she said he had mesmer-
ized her, which seems to ave been what her mother had been telling her
all the time*
Since this change of loyalty Elsie has been quite confused. Her
attention wanders from thought s about her mother to Bob and to religious
ideas. She has at times auditory hallucinations concerning her mother
and God. At times she has a profound sense of guilt, but at other times
.-
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she thinks she has done no vroag* There are alternate periods of progress
and of regression in her condition.
Her foolin' that she is being embalmed see ns to mean that she feels
subconsciously thnt her mother is killing her. This symbolization could
easily arise since her mother works a9 an undertaker or e ibalrser. Of
course, there is no proof for thi3 interpretation, but ouch an interpret-
ation would bo in harmony with the fa;ts. Certainly her mother has
broken her will and destroyed her ability to live her own life. Some-
times she feels t at it is :od that ir trying to take her life. In her
talk she often us s the cords * od" and ” othor interchangeably, which
see is to indicate that perhaps her idea of the two is confused. This am-
bivalency in her attitude toward her mother and to God scene to be reflect-
ed in her attitude toward hersolf, for at tines she evidently fe^la guilty
about her actions, while at other times she feels unashaned.
Elsie's escape from the hospital and her s ibsequent story of a night
of meeting strange men sexually 3eens to ndicate that she still
resents the frustration of the gratification of her sexual drive. Her
belief that there will come a time ..hen people can have babies without
having intercourse seems to be a rational iz- tion to solve her problem of
frustration. This closely harmonises with her training in Ohri .tian Science
some of the less intelligent
also, for/students of Christian .cience insist that sexual intercourse has
nothing to do with the procreation of babies.
Elsie seems to know all the time that she has a problem before her
which is very di icult to solve, fhe realizes that her mother is domlmt-
in her life too nuch and preventing her from a realization of herself and
-*
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an adjust lent to another person* ^nce in a while she seems to face
squarely -lie problem and try to solve it* She h©d defied her mother
many times by argument, and she even made the bold step of leaving her
another a d trying to shift for herself* But her general reaction to the
problem is an escape from it rather t tan a solution. Her love affair with
Bob see s to ba largely a raeans of defying her mother* She kno?is all the
time that her relationship with him is contrary to the .vishee of her mother#
There is nothing wrong in a girl falling in love with a man and des5.ring
natural sexual adjust'aant, but when a girl falls in love with a nan just
for spite or just in order to escape from so^ne problem in life she is un-
able to solve, then there ay oe danger* In tide case this seems to be what
Elsie lias done* She hag fallen love tith Bob, who is not a too suitable
candidate for marriage because of hie difference in race and religion# And
she was not particularly in love with him at first—-she says herself tliat
there was something repulsive even acout the v.ay he kissed her; sBe felt
it wae unclean* But she went ahead and cultivated a love for hita—possibly
mainly because she sees an esca -e in the future fron her mother*
Her fac. lure to make the adjustment to bob seems to be very unfortunate,
for it corld have solved the probie i of the dominance of her iother* But
her adjustment was a failure for eeverai. reasons* In the first place, her
love and relationship with him was none too wholesome# It w s repulsive
to er, and she .ad tme foolin all the time tliat it was not a od arrange-
ment* It will be noted that from the first of her affair she became highly
nervous mid uneasy* She seems to have fallen in love with love or with
escape more than with cob* In the second place, there was the feeling
*
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on her part that she was disobeying her mother* She had boon brained to
honor and respect her mother, and this deceiving her mother made her very
uneaey about the ratter. Thirdly, she had to change hor idea of religion
when she .vent over to Bob's side. She may have thought that such a change
would have been good, for it would be another point against her mother arid
one for fob. ' ut ouch a udden and couplet© change did not 'ove the favor-
able results she had hoped for. Instead of helpi 1- 3 her in her escape, it
hindered her, for it developed in her an even greater sense of sin, and
uade her confused in her attitude toward her mother, to God, and to Bob.
whereas she had thought a change would heli), she found it sorely confused
her. Perhaps with a lees serious minded type of person 9uch a change
would help, or would have had little effect, out Rlsie was more of a ser-
ious person—at least she took her "religion" seriously enough to have
been considered a very religious person by others, and such a consideration
is generally based on seriousness. Such a change rather upset her. She
did not kn^w to whom to give her loyalty. Sh3 had formerly be n loyal to
her mother, for she had been taught that from earliest childhood. Then
she fell in love nith Bob and adopted his religious belief. She had
liked his idea of religion because it taught that she had no earthly
mother or father. It absolved her from loyalty to her mother. But her
early training still 3®emed to have something to say to her, and she
still felt bonds of union to her mother. She had not thought through
carefully what her now religio 3 belief would do—she had merely grasped
for a «*eans of escape. But it gave her a great fe ling of sin and pre-
vented her from continuing her plans. A person’s idea of the nature of
..
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religion is wholesome when it helps one have insight into one's problems
and gives one the power to solve them, but when it is used, as here, as
an escape—as a conceal lent of the real trouble, then there is danger*
There is no doubt also that there was a certain problem present in
the fear of pregnancy* She escaped from this problem behind the religious
teaching of Christian Soience that babios do not result from sexual inter-
course but are gifts of Sod* Plainly she had not tho 'ht thie problem
through very thoroughly, believing this idea of "spiritual babios" only
when she wished to escape any blame or senes of puilt from her actions, and
later as a compensation for the fact that she was unable to have the sexual
satisfaction that she desired*
Thus we can ses that Elsie used symptoms and symbols of religiosity
in the wrong anner. Instead of usin^ them to help her become religio s,
to -row up, to become adjusted to her environment, to give insight into
her problem, to help her face it s uarely—instead she used them to escape
a very difficult problem of life* The ham wao not in the symptoms or
symbols, for they may be used to help one ^row, to become adjusted, and to
receive power to adjust the environment; the harm is in using them as an
escape or concealment of one's problems in life, for then they become
stumbling blocks to a person and asrely bring about mcr e problems*
..
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CHAPTER THREE
•THE BRITE OF CHRIST*
The life of the person to be studied in this chapter was selected
because she eolared that she had a church inside her body, that she
could hear the voice of Jesus s eak within her, that she believed that
somethin was oin
-; to ha pen to h but that she could not tell. 4rs.
Svenska, as we shaLl call her, was born in Sweden on April 27, 189*1, and
came to this country ’when she was about eighteen years old. She has
had a common school education in Sweden and can read and write somewhat
in English. Wow she i3 a well developed and .veil nourished woman of
about forty years, with fair, ruddy complexion, black hair turning rxey,
about ive fe t tall and 115 pounds in weight. She looks younger than her
years would indicate. Practically no physical abnormalities were dis-
covered in physical examination. She was co mitted to the hospital
because 3he w a restless, incoherent, and hallucinated. She sta.ed that
somebody has had a dream and that he is going to send a large amount of
money. S e heard voices that tried to torture her, and ?/ould continually
hoi her ha ds under hot running water in order to drive away certain
evil spirits which 3he complained nere botherinr her. This condition
had begun about six months previous to her admission and had radually ecome
.jorse. The infor mation ;/e have a o >t her and her I'fe , ;as obtained from
her husband, a former en loyer, Mrs. vonska herself, and records from
other hospitals .here she has been a aLient for p ysical treat lent.
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PERSONAL HISTORY
HEREDITY AN! EARLY INJUSTICE'..
! re. Svenska ia of Finnish-Swedish ancestry, probably of the lower
middle class. No information could be obtained concernin' either her
aternal or maternal relat yes. Her father was born in Finland but
went to Sweden when he was a small child and has lived there evor since.
He has been a fisherman, at one time owning his o*n fishing boat. He
has also worked in a sawmill. He is still living at the age >f about
seventy years, wa raarrie-' once prior to his carriage with Mrs. Svenska '
b
mother, and had five children by his first wife.
Her mother w"3 Iso born in Finland, going to Sweden when he ur 6
very s all. She died some twenty-two years ago when she was fifty-two
of unknown cause, accordin to one state ant, which would have been when
rs. Svenska was eighteen and just prior to her coming to this co ntry.
A^cordin^. to anot er statement, however, her mother died when Mrs. Svenska
was fourteen years old, which would have been about t.senty-six years ago,
as an indirect result of havin given birth to twins. Her mother had
four children.
CHILD’ 00D ANT ADO’ 3CE T ! Y LOMENT.
,rery little information could be obtained about Mrs. vene a’s birth
or infancy. Her h sband said that she never talked about her home and
early life and he did not >ueslion hr.
The extent of her education in Sweden is also unknown. he can read
and write in wedioh without any trouble, and can read and write in English
.|,:8
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to some extent. On one occasion she said that the schools in Sweden are
public, compulsory, and that one cannot attend them until one is seven
years of age.
Prominent in hor nencries of life in Sweden is the fact that the
girls in the family have to work hard in the home while the boys epend
their time in play. She remembers especially the large room in their
home which was very suitable for social gatherings. She said that her
father used to rent it for social gatherings. She said that her fat er
used to rent it to various organizations for their meetings, such as
Sunday chools, churc es, dances, lod es, etc. On one occasion she
remembers that 3he went into the room when s ch a meeting was going on
without h r hair combed, and in telling of the i cident she laughed
heartily. She remembers the lights and ranks she used to have with her
six brothers and how ehe wished to boss and rule over the
.,
but that they
would not let hr.
when whe was fourteen years old her mother died after being sick for
several years after giving birth to twins. Her mother charged her with
taking ood card of her seven-year-old brotl er. She therefore became a
sort of mother to the whole fa ily—in fact, the brothers and sisters
all called her "mama." She took good care of her little brother until
her father got a hou ekee er to take care of the children, who relieved
her of the responsibility of taking care of her brother.
Looming on the horizon of her memories of her childhood days is the
experience she had one day while walking through the woods. She saw a
black man following her, and she became veryfrightened. The voice of
- •
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Jesus within her told her to turn and fly home, which she did and was
thus save 1 •
She remem.oers one hristmas in partic lar. On that occasion ler
father cane home on Christmas eve with some candy; ahe was greatly
Tieved that he should waste his money so when the * needed the money
'or such necessities as food and clothing, and scolded her father*
SEX ABJUSTM. NTS •
The childhood sex life of ‘rs. "venaka i3 unknown. She has ever
appeared greatly interested in sex and never discussed such natters,
even with her husband*
She adopted the role of mother to her father's children when she
was fourteen years of age* She always states that her father was a
good man; she never has anything but good things to say about hi ;•
She seemed uite fond of her mother; at leaL-t, she always cried when
she spoke of her, and she asked not to speak of her beca se it always
made her cry* She was especially attached to her ^ounger brother*
The menarohe was established at the a e o" fourteen; the periods
were regular and no ain ex erienced with them until three years later,
when she began to have dysmenorrhea* She was operated on for this trouble
end retroversion of the uterus in 1915* and was discharged from the
hospital well*
Almost no information can be obtained about her romarital sex
experiences* Her husband said that he thought she had gone out with
one other man a few times, but that as far as he knew she had never
..
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really been interested in anyone else*
She married after having known her husband for about six years. They
ha 1 been sexually intimate prior to marriage, and at the time rs. venska
was aix and o.oe-half or seven months pregnant* The husoand said that he
was anxious to arry her immediately, but that she refused, lie said he
did not know why she hesitated, because she see aed to care for him. She
did not appear to be reotly upset by the pregnancy, and it w s not until
recember, 1920, that she co santed to be married, and then only after the
combined urgings of her employer and her prospective husband. She was
married at the home o'* her employer and remained there until she went to
the hospital for delivery. The husband said that while she seemed lad to
have her first child, she never wanted any more. Such contraceptive
devices as were used were practiced by the husband, but the exact method
was not learned. Sin e Mrs. yenska's hospitalization, the husband
Isas discovered some a irial suppositories which she obtained from a
‘herb do tor", out he did not know how often he h d used them*
She was never vary desirous for intercourse, according to the husband,
and he said that he naver forced his attentions upon her*
Mrs. Svenska tells her version of the above incidents through an
interpretation of a dream which she gave h reelf. (f ee p )
FAMILY A! JUSTMRNTS.
Not much is known about her early fa.mil/ life ecause she is reluct-
ant to talk a o t it and her husband knows nothing about it. She ref ses
to discuss her relations ip with her moth r; she has nothing but good
I
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thin 8 to say about her father. She tells o? fighting and playing pranks
with her brothers, and says that they did othin but play while the girls
in the home had to do the housework. She tells of one e perience with her
sister. One day she and her sister went to town to buy some things. The
sister did not want to return at once, but wanted to stay awhile. She,
being the younger of the two and always .«antin j to o the right thing,
cried. Her sister became angry at her and frightened her very much. Then
the sister was sorry for her beliavior and begged that she not tell what
had happened. She promised not to tell, a ;d has not to l' - to this day.
She said that never in h r life had her father given her a licking.
She said that her aether had iven her one once, but on that occasion it
was not her fault but that of her sister. She said that her sister was
dissatisfied with the food t ay had to eat, since th. y w e very poor,
but Mrs. Svenska was satisfied and would never complain. The sister got
her to complain because her complaint would mean more. Accordingly she
cried for better food, and '’or this her mother gave her a licking.
She said that sometimes her mother would cry whenever 3he was disobedient,
and this .ould make her feel very bad.
As has already been stated be ’ore, .Ire. Svenska acted as a mother to
the rest of the children after the death of her mother. She tells of how
she took care of the younger brother whose care was entrused to her by her
mother on her death bed. She says that she was very strict with him and
that he minded her very well. She said that her mother scolded her for
being too strict with him. Sometimes, to tesc how well he minded, she
would order him to go over to a chair and sit there. If he did so obed-
{.
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iently, she would let him o out and play.
Since their marriage, ire* ;venska and her husband have li^ed in an
apartment in a large city in a section largely inhabited by 3wedish people*
The home is said ;,o be comfortably furnished. The husband has had steady
employment uid neither he nor she have had any serious financial worries.
The family grou> has included only ra. :venska, her husband, and
their son. Her huaoand was boro in Sweden and came to this country in
1911* Prior to that he had been a sailor for el oven years. After coming
to this country he went to work for a manufacturing concern. lie is
described as a ver? kind and considerate per son. He said that he used
to take an o casional drink but gave it up entirely in 1911 • Kin wife
did not really object to hie smoking but did not like it, consequently
he always s »ked in the bas uent. Their one a n was born February, 1921,
and is said to be a bright and s ;nsible child. The husband said t at she
.,as somewhat more affectionate toward the son than toward him, but that
she never showed as much a feotion as a normal mother would. She was
very strict with the son and insisted u on his doin- just as she wished.
,
Siie did not seem to realise hat he was quite able to make certain decis-
ions for himself. The hus and said that the son was very loyal to both
the parents and never discussed actions or remarks of one ,vith the oth r.
He did not think that the son had been greatly disturbed by his pother's
illness, but when seen at the hospital he seemed very depressed and
always on the ver e of tears. She says that her son has been very obedient
to her. She says that bhe has always watched him very carefully, ohe has
.,
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always worried southing would happen to him, and hae even prayec? "’or him
..hen he was out at play—-prayed that he would not et hurt, that he ould
come in for a drink of water, that ho aould come in to go ,o the toilet.
She says that he would always come in and report to her that he was all
right, for he knew th t she would be r/orried about him. She also tells
how she trained her sou to 'mow Jesus and his voize when it spoke to him.
She said when he was five years old she took her Swedish Bible with its
pi tores of Jesus in it arid s .owed it to him, telling the stories of each
of the pictures. She especially mentioned the picture of Jesus raising
the dead, the angel telling ary that she wa9 to be the »t r of •'esus,
the children of Israel crossing the 5ed : ea, Jesus on the Cross, and
others. She said that on this day her little son laoed the Bible on the
floor to see if he wa3n*t bigger than Jesus. Sho 3aid that on that ni^it
Jesus spoke to him for the first time.
VOCATIOHAL ADJUSTMSNTS
.
rthen Mrs. Svenska first cane to this country she worked as a domestic
for about a ye r. Then she moved to another section of the country, here
she went to a home where she worked for six years. Her employer reports
that she .ms an excellent worker. She was the only maid in the home and
was well liked. For about a year of this time the laan of the home w a
ill and there was some confusion and ex:,ra work in the home. There was a
nurse in the home during this ti e and ra. Svenska always got along vary
well with her. She had good judgment, was a dependable worker. She was
quiet, usually even tempered, and likeable. She was allowed to have
guests visit her in the home.
.
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Several ti as since her larria ;e rs. Cvenska has su. estad a desire
of haying a position outside the home doing house ork, but her husband
prevented her from doin
;
this as she had trouble enough taking care of
her own home#
SOCIAL ATJUSTMENT3
.
The husband said she was never one to make friends easily. Prior
to her marriage and during the early years of their marriage she had
been rather sociable and had enjoyed meeting people and going to an
occasional arty or to a show. She read some, but not a great deal.
But for the past eleven years she has remained at home and has seldom
gone out. If the husband suggested having dinner at a restaurant or
seeing a show, she said, " hy spend money foolishly?" She did not like
music or a radio and refused to have one for some time. 3 he never read
books or magazines. Her husband thought that she spent considerable
time roadin j the Lible when she was alone. She was not friendly with
the neighbors and limited her contacts with tie m to "Good morning" or
"hello." Once in a great while she would go with her husband to visit a
friend, but when she returned home, would sayj That's done, 11 as though
she had just completed a disagreeable duty. The husband described the
last eleven years as their "Rome sitting period.’ He did not go out
alone, id since 3he refused to go with him, they remained at home pretty
constantly#
Her husband ha- known her for about twenty years and during that
time she has not become very friendly with anyone# During the early
* <
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part of thi3 period aha had some rather casual friendships but that was all.
The husband said he did not know uhy she did not want to ;o out* She us-
ually said that it would be a waste of money or that she was not feeling
well. She occupied herself with mending, sewing, and other light work
when not busc with the housework*
SYMPTOMS OF RELIGIOSITY.
On one occasion she said that the voice of Jesus came to her when
she was eleven years old* She has heard the voice of Jesue within her
for a long time. She had been to church previous to that occasion, and
some since then, but she has never been a regular attendant at any church,
nor a aember of any particular church* Before her marriage she attended
one Church occasionally, and since her marriage another Church* Generally
she claimed that she had a "right relationship between her and Jesus," and
did not need to at .end* She has been very obedient to this voice, and her
devotions have consisted in listening to this voice and obeying it*
;ihen asked to describe the first time that she had heard the voice
of Jesue, she said that she had heard it from the time she was a tiny
baby. 3he said that no one had ever told her about Jesue* According to
her, she did net ne^d to have someone to tell her of Jesus because she
already knew him, and that averyone knows Jesus and his voice from the
very first. Yet she tells of trying to train her son to know Jesus and
hie voice when it speaks to him*
Her husband reports that he never saw her reading the Bible, but
often .vhen he case home the Bible was o >en and there ware indication3
..
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that she had boon reading 3t •
She says that when she was a little irl the voice of Jesus would tell
her everything to do, and tell her what the other children in the family
should do* ;*hen she would tell them this, they would pay no attention
to her. She said she sup oeed that everyone heard the voice of Jesus the
same as she did, but tfiat neither her parents not broti era and sisters
nor husband said anything about hearin the voice*
After she was married the voice of Jesue to Ld her to tell her husband
what he should do, but he would ay no attention to her* for this reason,
according to her, their -carriage has never been a very happy one*
(See HISTORY OF PR S^.'T ILLNESS for additional religious development.)
HEALTH*
r8. Svenska has never used tobacco or drugs and hae been opposed to
others sing them, especially intoxicating liquors. She became angry
with her husband when he teased her about the tonics which she took,
saying that they looked like liquor, but that was all. The husband said
that he was quite sure that on one occasion she took a tonic which had
a high alcoholic content*
She never had any serious acute iLlnesses* She did have many com-
ints of aches and pains but would not consult a recognized physician*
Sometime be ’ore her carriage she be an consulting a negro “herb doctor, n
who was not a licensed hysician, and who made his own tonics and medicines*
He 3aw her about once a month at night. Jihen the elder "doctor" died,
hia eon continued the practice* He came drunk one night and the husband
made him leave* His "sdicines came in quart bottles and looked like
whiskey bottles and the contents smelled 1 ike whiskey. The husband made her
\
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throw some of them out*
She has complained of numbness of the head, particularly in the region
oft the temples, for many years—probably eleven or twelve years* vjoiae
years ago she was told that she might have some trouble but she would not
consult a physician again* She used only a salve, which she obtained from
the "hor ) doctor." Sometimes she would heat a flannel and apply it to her
head* She said that the pain felt like a tight band around her head, and
at times insisted that her head was swollen, but it never was* She also
had pains in her back and breast, but she would have n doctor but the
"herb doctor."
In 1915 she had menstrual pain in her back. She had to spend the
first day of each period in bed* It was at that tine that she had the
operation for Dys nehorrhea and Retroversion of the "terns (See SRX
ADJUSTMENTS.) She was more excited and upset during her menstrual
periods*
The husband said that most of the life of the home rotated about her
and her moods. r uring her "spells” she was uncommunicative, '.t such times
there was a tense atmosphere in the home and the husband said that as soon
as he o ened t e door he knew that something was wrong. he seemed to
realize that she was not well and did not want anyone to know it. Conseq-
uently, the huoband and the son tried to shield her and act as though
nothing was wrong* If she did nob feel able to do the washing, the
husband would do most of it, and she would hang out the clothe®.
’or bhe past ohree years she has frequently felt ’unable to
..
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do her work, an'* the huaban^ has helped her a great deal*
HISTORY C i? S : IT ILf.F 3S.
The hu3band said that, she had bean peculiar Tor the pas^ eleven years
and during this time has had numerous spells* These spells would come
very frequently—usual^y four of five days a month (not necessarily
consecutive, but scattered during ttiat period)* At such times s'ne would
be very juiet and would not notice shat went on about her. If her husband
talked to her or questioned her, she paid no attention to himj if, however,
he pretended to be ill, an kept very quiet, she would gradually become
more cooperative and again took an interest in her home* Eecauee of
this behavior, the husband hnd his working hours changed eo th t he
could be at home nights* Three years ago the patient was more upset than
usual* She would sit up in bed and wave her hands for about five rainutes.
Then she would spit on her hands, and wipe them on the front of her hair*
'.fter doin’ this several ti es, she would get up, wash her han s, wipe
her hair with a towel, go back to bed, and begin the same procedure
again. Sometimes she .would stamp her foot as though trying to frighten
someone a ay* At other times she would stamp her fezt and speak directly
to an imaginary .-oraon, tolling them to disappear or go si.ay* Final 1'
this benavior becam.3 so consistent that she would keep her husband awake
all night* when aha became so noisy that he could not sleep, he v;ould
sit up and read, ihis bothered her considerably, and after a time she
would become quist. uhen the husband questioned her about thie beViavior
she said that a small voice told her to do it, but she would not identify
the voice and did not know whether it was that of a man or woman* The
V• '
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husband told her that she could answer this voice in a uiet manner and
that ahe could do it in bed. She refused to see a physician, and after a
few months bee. ;e such better, and t e behavior escribed lar ely disappear-
ed. Howe er, since that time she has frequently felt that she was unable
to do ! :cr housework and objected to doin" the marketinr. I ,vo years ago
she spoke of turning on the gas in the house and asked if it vjould be a
criminal act. She never actually turned on the gas or made any other
suicidal or homccidal threats. To /ever, the husband watohecl her more
closely after t!iat, and never le^ the son ^ith her for any length of
time. About one and one-half years ago she had another upset period
which resembled the one of three years ago, but was not so severe. Also
durin the past one and one-half years she h*o epokon of L e "ri lit relation-
ship" existin between horsolf and Jesus. She spoke a6 though this
relationship elevated her to a plane much above that of or inary people.
The acute onset of hor present illness began about a year prior to
her admission to this hospital. On ^riday, 'arch 8th, the hue and come
home from work and found that she had not prepared the supper and the dishes
from the two previous ueaLs ware piled in the sink. She was very restless,
oould not concentrate on anything, and said she could not get supper. The
husband prepared the meal and did tie housework. That night she took
two towels to bed with her and would fling or swish them about as though
she were driving so ieone away. As eoon as t e lights were out she began
spitting about the bed and the room. Sometimes, she would spit on the bed
occupied by her husor.nd and son. Eiariy Saturday morning s ;e insisted that
gF\
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her husband go up because she could soe bad things about the room. At
times she ;<ould appear stertled ao though someone had spoken to hor unex-
pedly, and at other tines she would stamp her foot as though frightening
someone a ay# She would hold hor hands under naming water for a long
time, and at intervals would throw or sprinkle water about the house,
her hands becano irritated from keeping them in hot water for long periods
and the husband had to shut the hot water off so that she would not re-
ceive severe bums# She was very restless and would wander about the
house with tightly clenched fists# On Sunday, March 1( th she began
to talk about an air jlane in which she was to fly across the Atlantic#
She said that it was to cores to their home for her, and that a certain
family in that town would xtotify her when it ca:ne. She expect ;d it to
arrive on February 25th (the hua and said that this was the date on which
hor brother in Sweden nee ed money to pay for a fishing boat, and he had
written to the patient asking for $175.00). She also said that ehe had
been chosen by phri3t to tell the world of a groat event which w_.3 soon
to take place. *hen the husband ;uestionod her a >out her belie in this
last statement, she said she half believed it. She 3aid that Jesus had
told her to work with her left hand, and she would not use her right hand
for long intervals of tine. However, when the left hand became tired,
she had permission to use t je right hand for a short time. The husband
said that her behavior -©came steadily worse, and he did not dare to
leave her alone. He remained home from work for several days, but real-
ised that he could not care for her. He was also afraid of what she
might do to her son if left alone with him. Although she still refused
.'
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to see a physician, ha called in one who arranged for her admission to
this hospital.
COlfTTTION TURING HOSPITALISATION
Mrs. Svenska had been in the hospital about six months prior to the
making o? this stucy. This is a suaraary of that poriodt
Her 3tate of consciousness has been perfectly clear at all times.
Sometimes she i3 so absorbed in her prayers that she ..ays no attention
to what 'oes on about her, but she is well a.-are of everything that
happens.
Her only interest has been in praying for her sins. Sometimes she
will stop praying and will write pa es and pages telling of those sins
for which she wants forgiveness.
She is suppicious of everyone, and at times is irritable and even
assaultive when someone tries to get her to do something she does not
want to do. Her nmod is pretty much the same as it was be ’ore her
admission—as described in HISTORY 0? R 3 dTT ILLNT-’G: .
Her speech has a very marked Swedish accent, but she can be under-
stood. Her vocabulary is not large, and she is hesitant and suspicious
in balking.
She is perfectly oriented in all spheres, except that her emotional
response is not always appropriate to the situation.
Her memory seems erfect both for recent and remote events. She
talks with chronological sequence, oth as to events and as to ideas.
Her judgments are impaired because of her many delusions and hallucinations.
Her output of energy has been very sluggish during her entire hospit-
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alisaticn. *t is next to impossible to get her to do any kind of &ork,
and x. 7 that ie accomplished is dona only wic,h the aid of constant super-
vision. If left alone, she will stop her work and spend her time in
prayer. he ;viil pray for hours at a time, assuming various positions
of prayer ae the "isner voice directs her. She has always ben a problem
at the cafeteria because ehe refuees to eat. She says she is tempted
that she is eating her son when she is eating food. It hac been impossible
to intrust her with work on parole because she tries to escape every
chance she -jots* On one occasion she did succeed in running away. She
was found at homo, and some difficulty was experienced in getting her to
return to the hospital* Since that ti « alie has been closely watched
to prevent a similar experience*
She is always neat and clean in a peamace, her clothing is neatly
arranged, her hair combed and carefully made up# "here are no evidences
of disintegration from her appearance*
She has a hostile attitude toward tne nurs38 and doctors because she
feels that they are working against her in not praying *ith her and
letting her o home. She is self assertive in prescribing what she thinks
will cure ier. She finds fault with the doctors for keep in her here.
At times ehe goes to other patients aud telle them of her religious be-
liefs, but since they always make fun of her, she has more or less ceased
in this activity*
She has had many dreams or visions which she rogarde very mysterious-
ly, and interprets them as due to supernatural influences and the
presence of the voice of Jesus w_thin her* Here are a few of the dreams
.
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as she related them.
1* She dreaded of* a blaek cat in bed with h r. The cievil tried to pueh
her down through oiie ^ec, but she was not i'rightoned.
2. She d reame she went out to the wood pile and saw that her himand
had cut the neck of her son with a knife ant the son was stretched out
dead on the ground. Her father, who was th re, re marked that "she
aunt feel very bad to soe her son in such a condition."
^he dreamed there was a laab in bed with her.
4. _;he saw Jesus in heaven, sitting on a chair high up in the air, with
a groat light shining around him.
t. She dreamed that she 3aw a windmill grinding up her son, find that the
devil was running the windmill.
6. She wanted an airplane in which she might fly down to Admiral Lyrd
and his men at the South Pole.
7« She saw Jesus tear the soul from hhe ody of her husband and throw it
into eternal blackness because he had conaitted some sin for which lie
would not ask forgivonoos nor admit, (.iee p. 72 for interpretation.)
8. Once she shut her eyes and coul see a great scarlet cloth in the
sky. Through that cloth came Jesus with a shepherd’s crook in his hand
with which he made great sweeps of light across the cloth ae he went.
9* hhe dreamed she was in the house—just like it wa9 in Sweden.. .her
father was there. ..she was waiting for something. . -Jesus came and was
near her...the resc she oould not remember.
10. "..hen I *ae in the tubs I was afraid of the tubs. I felt the Evil
Spirit was outside in the Hall ready to take me. I saw more than one
..
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thing in oho r m ..hers I ..as taking the tuba* Once two nurses cane into
the r 3Q. I heard thorn mention my name, and ask the nurse that was sitting
et the table i ' this was venaka. They stood before me a fe® minutes,
looked at o, and disappeared so fast I did not know where they went. 1
11. the sa.v something white in front of hsr. She did not .'now what it was,
ao she threw water around her to frighten it away* She says she thinks
this could ha pen to anyone.
12. On several occasions when interviewer was talking rilth her she .trould
start to pray. Suddenly, in the midst of prayer, she would stop and tell
him that she just sow so rathin
z black in front of him.
The HISTORY 0 U? I LN '.;J3 also tells of certain hallucinations
she had before her hospitalisation.
She feels ursolf to be in great peril because she his lost, the voice
of Jesus, w lich used to saeak vithin her, but now it does nJt • iecause of
this loss she Peel 3 that she has no right to enter the kingdom of Heaven
or the Beautiful land, for sho hae tinned vary auch against Jesus. She i8
afraid that Jesus will not forgive her, that she will die here in the
hospital, and if she di*e in the hospital without her sins having bean
forgiven, she is afraid sho will go to helL and su ’for eternal punishment.
She thus has auch a sons© of peril that she says she -Peels she is dangling
in dd—air, half-way between heaven and earth.
Her greatest Pear and concern is over the fact that her ains are
preventing her from being pure in. heart enough to fulfil the mission which
Jesus lias for her and her son. Although :he refuses .o tell just what
that mission io, she let slip one day the fact that Jesua told her she was
.«
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to become his bride.
Generally she was vary reluctant to diocn s er sex experiences,
whenever she did she showed --rest feelings of shame.
Her greatest concern aeons to be about her religions statue at the
present ti use. the ^rays all the time, her prayers en orally are one
sentence repeated over and over again, such as, ’’Good Father and Jeeue
Christ, strengthen my lind so that I can talk to this nan. " the also
sake a long prayers for the rotaction of other patients, doctors, the
hospital, the interviewer, and everything she can think of. the greatly
desired that ti*e doctors and the doctors and the nurses pray ^ith her,
and never failed to ask then. She also would ask the interviewer to
talk to her a out various events in the life of Jecus.
She never expresses a desire to go to the church service. The
nurse ha; akon her a few times^ she always created such a 41st rbancs
that she had to be taken out.
Moat of her writings are about her religious concern, ^he following
is a sample o her writing, except for a correction of spelling! "I
heard the good voice within “no how it talk to 10 and told ne within «
'How can you eat when you are teapted to eat your son? * The good voice
within ae ho?; it is Jesus Christ. I heard Jesus, how he talk to me
and told me 1 .hat a brute of a mother you are *hen you are tempted to
ert your son,' and I did not know what to do* I was hungry and I wanted
food and I ..anted sweet food and lots of f od. I was ^ust like the
rich man in his alace. I canted food and sweet food. And I heard
the ood voice within me, how it talk to me, 'You are a brute of a mother
..
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when you can Oct ..hen you ere tempted to oat your son. ’ ,.han I coue up
from the cafeteria I felt so hard within me it .. s just like Jecus take
his hand a..ay from me. I felt so hard within rje as I went sack and
forth on t' e floor and wruri • my hands* I was thinkin then £ out y
tem.tation, that I . as tempted to sat my 3on* The good v ice within oe
said X) me that I ..as lost forever from the Beautiful hand, and I felt
so sinful inside :ie I felt I had sin within me. And I have been ashamed
to tell my sins**
She also writes: *1 have been sheared a.vay to the evil. I have more
sin to tell. I am not nice to Jesus inside me. That is why I have come
here to this hospital, ,ihy you keep me here in this place? I ho e
T can come back to Jesus so I .an h’ve oeace inside me. I am lost from
the beautiful land. I don’t wont to die the way I am feeling now. I
nope I can have fozgivones9 for my sins. Good Jesus, for ive *©•"
Her greatest ambition is to get back in ’right relationship" with
Jesus and the Beautiful Land. She thinks this will be possible only by
prayer and by release .'rom the Iiospital. Her ;->lan3 include only heraelf,
her son, and Jesus, and have to do with some great mission she feels she
ia to liave to the world.
INTERPRETATIC*#
ery little is known specifically about this person's background
during the early formntive years of h r life. The only information we
have is a few statements regarding hor own impressions of what hap ened.
Froa these statements we learn the following things:
(1) She was fairly fond of her father. She speaks kindly of him and
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tells how she used to be housekeeper for him after her mother died arid
how she assumed the role of mother to his children for a few years*
(2) we know that she is sensitive about the subject of her mother,
and does not like to talk about her. ws do not know why it is that she
is sensitive about this subject. The only thing she has told us about
her is that she died shortly after giving birth to twins and that her
mother gave her the only physical punishments she ever received from her
parents.
(5) She was jealous of her brothers because they got to play while
she had to work; she was particularly fond of a younger brother whose
care was intrusted to her on the death of her lother; she had several
unpleasant experiences with one of her sisters.
(4) ,ie can be fairly sure that she never received the attention that
she felt she should receive, and t hat she has had a desire to domineer
people. She resented the fact that older brothers could not be ordered
around as she wished, and she took particular delight in so ordering
about her younger brother. The only way we can account for this is that
she must have been neglected because of the great number of older
brothers and sisters who no doubt received more privileges than she, since s' e
was younger and smaller, and had a different mother. If she could
not order them around, at least she could her own younger brother.
Taking her mother’s place also ave her a sense of being superior
over the rest of the members of the family. They called lier "mama, a
which would mean that she was considered the one in command.
.*
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At about the same time sho also received a sense of superiority
over the fact that Jesus spoke to her and told her to tell her brothers
and sisters and others wh?t to do* The knowled ge that she was sought
out by Jesue to be the recipient of and mediator of Kis sill and coatoand
must hf-ve mde her feel superior to the rest of the people. he says
she supposes th t Jesus s oke to others too, but her voice does not
sound ar. i r she really teant it, or that would detract from her lory*
.e do not know just when this voice of Jeoua began to apeak to her.
At first she said when she was eleven years old, but Inter she presented
the theory that everybody hears the voice of Jesus within from the very
first hour ol birth. After expressing this theory, and after she was
asked about her statement that she heard him from the age of sloven, she
explained t>iat she had always heard his voice (she supposed', but that
she h?ard it in a "special *ay 'rom the age of eleven. At any rate
iter hearing the voice of Jesue has helped her bear the idea that 3he
could not domineer the brothers and sisters as she pleased.
It la not known just why she come to this country—and alone, and
why she ca ie when she did. At any rate she came. he was still ahy and
bashful. She -*ade an e cellent adjustment as a domestic servant, was
a good worker, silent and unassuming :sade few friends, was reticent end
exclusive. She did not s Jem to be Taking a very giod social adjustment*
Bet she soon met her future husband and kept company with him for about
six years, why she was sexually Intimate ,.i.h him, and s.hy there was
such a long delay about the carriage we are not sure. It has been indic-
ated that her h stand said she refused to do anything about her condition
.
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and that they practically had to force he into marriage. She, however,
tells a different story, ihe telle it in connection with a dream which
she told and interpreted in the '’allowing way* She related a dream in
which she saw Jesus tear the soul from the body of her husband and throw
it into eternal black-ieas because he had committed some sin for which
he would neither ask forgiveness nor admit. .?hen aake if she had any
idea what hie sin had been, she denied that she knew. urther guestion-
ing she said it .must have been ooue wrong he had done to r in her younger
days. „hen asked wh.t specific thin it could have be n she denied at
first that she knew. But finally she admitted that her husband had co->e
to see her for six years, that 9ha had wanted to get married, but that he
did not, for he was a sailor and liked to run nround with all the girls
he Jould. .,hen asked how she did get married, bhe hesitated to toll, but
finally told that 3he was several monthsnith child and that he had -anted
to get rid of it, end that she had to do le extent also wanted to ~et rid
of it, but had decided a ainst it. They therefore got married, but she
has always held this thing against him, and their marriage ha9 never
been ha >py.
Re ardlaes of why the delay and why the re-marital intercourse, there
was a forced Tarria e and an tinha py marriage. Mrs. Svenska did not
liko the exp rionco of child birth and declared that she did not want
another. Then ->e:an soon a^er the "home sitting " period of their
life, as her husband described it, in which she did not care to see other
peo le and devoted herself to the training of her child, even though the
ohild was unwanted. he was overly-protective in her attitude toward
c.
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him, ana seemed to fail bo realize that the boy could learn bo do things
for nimsslf* ohe wanted to dictate everything bo him, aake decisions 'or
him* Ghe felt that Jeaus instructed her what to teLi hiu. he became more
and more closely related to Jesus; He talked more and a* re to her; and she
issued orders to her husband and son accordingly* She tried to train her
son to hear the voice of Jesus also, and by playing on nis imagination she
see '.a to have ot him to ad nit that he, too, heard the voice of Jesus*
But even then she insisted on giving him instructions for every little
act.
.hen asked if her husband heard the voice of Jesu3, Irs* jJvenska said
ehe supposed so, but never had heard him say anything about Lie he
affirmed that she tr»ou ;ht that everybody hoard the vohe of Jos s speaking
inside of the a* Yet ehe seeded to think that Jesus spoke to h r in a
special *ay and that others should do as she said the voice told her*
when h r husband would not do as she as ted, shewould eco~.e sick; when
he also pretended to be sick, so always got better i nedi-tely*
Then she be an having pains shoot ing ov9r her body and head. She
appealed to the ^eip of two colored "quack'1 doctors, who '’ministered
to hsr what evidently was whiskey. During the so je p.-riod of time she
wae. reading her Bible and hearin the voice of Jesus. But gradually the
voice v.ithin her told her or suggested to her evil t in a. She declares
that it was the ame voice. ,hen one would ask her about the “voices"
she .vould hastily inform him that oho hear:, "one" voice, not ’voices*"
3he not only heard this voice ..-peak evil things, but she began to see
"bad things" flying around the house, fir's finally becaue so vivid and
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frightening to her that ahe had to be taken to a mental hospital*
.ire* Svenska seems to have failed to make a successful social adjust-
ment and sexual adjustment* She lade an attempt at both, but failed in
the sense that she did not find satisfaction in either* It would also
seen that she failed to satisfy her own wishes and to assert her own
individuality in the world. A .arently she was making a fairly
successful adjustment in this res ect for a while, for the voice of Jesus
gave her a high sense of importance, but when the voice began to tell
her t ings not so pleasant, and she begai. to see "bad things," her Life
was made miserable* She had thought that she had the proper attitude
or relationship or adjustment to God or Jesus also, but si© began to feel
that she was losing her "right relation" with Jesus as she called it*
This study of Lire* Svonska^ life reveals the fact that time and
again she has be n cor. ‘rented with the game problem in different forms,
and that each time she hat had more or leas the ga^je reaction* Seldom
has she made an attempt to understand herself and her problems, but lias
endeavored to escape from them or to conceal them from her own knowledge
and from the sight of others* Her main problem seems to be her desire
for recognition, which has asserted itself in many different ways* She
felt that she ought to receive more attention from her father and from
her brothers and sisters* Instead of recognizing and understanding this
desire in her life, site allowed hersolf to withdraw into herself all the
more where she heard what she supposed to be the voice of Jesus* She
enjoyed this inner voice because it told her "nice things" and made her
feel the importance she never had felt in real life* Then when her mother
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died she actually did receive a little recognition, and she seems to have
be vn very happy posing as housekeeper for her fat or and as mother to hie
children. Eut ..hen her father secured a regular housekeeper, she lost
her important position. She no longer had the authority over the others
that she formerly had. Again she failed to face her problem. This tine,
instead of withdrawing into hereel"* 90 much, she left the country and
came to America vhere she made a new start. She seems to have nade a fair
attempt at adjustment. She was a ood worker, and although still quiet
and 8eclueivo, she made a few friends and a lover.. r ut she evidently wae
not satisfied with thi3 relationship because she a-^ain did not receive
sufficient attention. She was jealous of her future husband because he
liked other women too. She received his undivided attention .vhen she
became pregnant. Lut such attention was either not satisfactory or not of
the right kind. She became dissatisfied, and also developed a sense of
guilt over what had happened. The marriage was not a happy one. She *•*-
gan to pretend that she wa sick so that her husband would pay attention
and do as she wished. 3he a ain heard the inner voice tell her what
should be done and that ~he should give orders to others. She seemed to
stimulate thes^ experiences of the speaking o** the voice by reading the
1 ibte and by her relationship with the colored "herb dorto^s" who administ-
ered to her intoxicating beverages.
Put evidently her stimulation of these so-called religious experiences
was too great, and instead of giving her the pleasure she desired they
began to make her terribly uncomfortable. vidently she had overdone the
use of these reli ious experiences as an escape or compensation for her
c
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problem in life. They got beyond hor control. She went so far in her use
of these religious experiences that she even developed the idea that she
is the bride of Christ and that to her will come a great recognition and
honor for being such a personage. She imagines herself destined to bring
a message of great significance to the world, and that all the world will
bow down in homage to her and her son-
The question naturally arises: " hy does she choose this way of getting
'—
-recognition?" ,»e cannot know for 3ure, but all the evidence points
beyond a doubt to the conclusion that her conception of herself as the
bride of Christ is connected with the birth of er son. .,e know definitely
that she had a great sense of guilt over her relationship with her hueband,
that she blamed her husband for it, that the child was unwanted, and that
they entertained ideas of preventing its birth. But she went through
with the situation and tried to adjust hersel* a be t she could. She
pretended to love the child very cuch and was decidedly over-protective
in her attitude toward it. Her husjand says that she had a distaste for
the whole experience of childbirth and declared that she never wished to
go through it again. He says that she did not act toward the child like a
mother should. Yet all the time she tried to convince herself and the
world that she loved the child. She over-did it. She sent so far as to
develop the idea that he is the messiah, that she i9 the bride ofChriat*
If such were true, then her sense of guilt would be relieved. If it we e
true that 3he were the bride of Christ, there would be no shame in having
the child, and he woidd at the same time be receiving the recognition she
felt she deserved, but had never recei
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Her temptations to oat her aon reveal mdoubtedly her actual feeling
and litttoto toward her aon* "ha fails to rocognizn, P:.:s, and understand
this problem* .3 tries to escape ’ron it by this over-co .ons-tisn which
is not based on truth and reality but upon her own selfish desires*
This arson uses one o" the .00st powerful symptoms of reli ioslty that
Thrietianity or any religion has—a mystical er.v rience, a eo v anion ith
God or J
e
3us ,
—
yet she misuses it* Instead cf using these e:: eriences
to help her groa and adjust to her environment—she uses t' en to help her
escape fion he roble is. Her whole i^ea o ^ religion is a relationship
with od in such a manner that her own selfish desires and interests are
satisfied. S e has 10 consideration for oth r people. And her consider-
ation for God or Jesus seems to be a very poor one* Her use of religion
as a eans o. escape fro 1 her robLens in life see .s to be a lieuse, because
it did not help her aither to adjust to her environment or to adjust the
environ ne t to a higher level.
•'
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CHAPTER FOUR
A PILGRIM Ii: THE LAEYRE'TTH OF YOUTH
It Is frequently asserted that John Eunyon wrote his inmortaL
Pilgrim 1 a Progress while kept in the edford County Gaol for twelve
years for having oreached in the neighborhood of Bedford. One needs
only to read that book to cwiderstand the great trials, testations,
and troubles that tormented hia mind as he lived his life. One need
not think that he was the only one who has had a difficult tige taking
his way along the pathway of life. lie is not the only one who hae had
difficulty in choosing the ri^ht way to go; he is not the only one
who has had a burden on his back. No doubt his story of the Pilgrim’s
Progress is symbolic of the very same struggle in many oeople'c lives.
Some people have found their way out of the naze in good shape; others
have lost their way and were lost. any such pilgrims have oeen unknown,
whiLe others have received wide publicity. It would be very interesting
to know about how all people have made their way through life, but such
a thing is impossible, for titere are no records. «e know of John Eunyon^
struggle because he wrote about it. ..e know from other sources that his
actual life tallies with t at symbolic story told in his book.
The individual whose life is to bo studied in this chapter thinks
that her life has been similar to that of a I ilgrim. She has written in
diary form a part of that life. She felt her life to be similar to his
and spoke cf herself as Pilgrim and said that she was going through tlie
sane ex->eriences which Bunyon ascribed to Pilgrim. But as yet her life
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has not resolved itself so successfully a did that Bunyon's* At the
present time she is in a mental hospital, and her mind is still tortured
with unsolved problems*
This girl, whom we shall call elly Jones, is a well developed, f:irly
well nourished :iri of around twenty-three years, v?ho ha3 nothing wrong
physica ly e coot for acne about h>r fa e and shoulders, and an extremely
short uvula* Intelligence tests re/ea* that she has sup rior intelligence,
with an I* of 111* This is in spite of the feet that she has had no
more education than the first year of high school. She is an American,
has li /ed in the United States all her life, and belongs to the lethodist
•hurch. he came to the hospital because she became wild and diaheve led,
and refused to converoe. 3ha had been overly interested in religious
subjects for over two years, but for the two weeks rovious to her ad dss-
ion she had become much worse, had refused to bathe or change her dress
because she said God ne ,-ds her soul and not her body* She then a sumed
the attitude of crucifixion and said oho was ready to go to God* She
talked in a sing-song voice: "There is no such thing as darkneas on
earth, no hell. The world will not be saved by Christ* The 9un will be
darkened, and ni -ht will turn into day*"
From this pars n'3 last employer, her uncle, her si3ter, her father,
herself, and rom her diary the following Information has been obtained
about her*
P’/.RSOKAL FI3T0HY
H : LITY ANL i^ARLY INFLU ^C 3.
Nothing is known about her grandmarents on either side e c^pt ^,hat
.• •
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she ent to Canada to visit one of her grandmothers there several, tines*
That grandmother had a great influence upon her laoral and religioue life,
and when that person died she was somewhat disturbed*
Her father was born in Canada and is living at the present tine in
New Jersey* ..hen his first wife, Kelly's mother, diod, he remarried* That
first wife was also boro in Canada and died at tne age of thirty of
influenza arid pneumonia* It is said that she was subject to epileptic
seizures* She was the mother of three children* a boy who died about the
age of 18 or 19 months of influenza and Influenza of the bowels, Nelly,
and a girl who is now living, married, and in good health*
CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT.
Nelly was born on November 19, 1910 in Tew York* The delivery was
normal, but when she was three weeks old she developed measles and could
not keep food in her sto iach* She was taken to a Children's Hospital for
observation and returned shortly as a hopeless case* She was then treated
by a local physician who gave her milk of magnesia and lime water, and by
the help of plenty of fresh air she began to improve; she was able to keep
foon on her stomach, and at the age of five months weighed about six
pounds, her wei ht at birth* rom then on she grew rapidly and appeared
normal in every respect*
As a child she was very active, mixed well with other children of her
own age, and attended school rather irregularly on account of the frequent
moving about of the family to different communities, even different states*
This sort of education continued until she was fifteen, when she had to
drop out when in the first grade of high school* Her father says she had
*'
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to drop out because of eye troublej her sister say9 because her father
lacked the money to send her any more.
..hen Jeliy was seven years old her mother diad. Kelly hardly knew
just what to think about death. She says she always wondered and dreamed
just where her .-other was and what she was doin* and why she was taken
away. She also wondered why she couldn*t along with hr aether. She
herself dreased of being up in the sky where they ?aid her nother had
gone, and dreamed haw wonderful, life was up there. In fact, she eays she
seemed to live in the sky. All life se med as a flo .sr; she absorbed
;eauty wherever aha went; all the world w e bsauty. She believed God
to be a verywhere: “He is that universal barrier that keeps us in one
union; he is the Super-force of the universe." She says she feels it a
shame she had no another to confide in, to crawl in her arms and tell her
thin -3 and h ve them explained to her. She thought h r dad did not
understand her oecauae he was not deep enough; while sne considered her-
self "too deep in life" for a girl. She says that since she did not have
a mother to explain twinge to her, she sore or less philosophized for
herself. "I think T’ve been sick so long T've tried to develop and work
out these i eaa and this i3 the result, " she now says. >he also says that
ever since she ha3 be^n able to think she has always tried to absoro t^o
many thin 3S in life. She say3 she was "retrospective" in nature. She
concealed everything in her head.
As a child she was always very truthful and trusted whatever other
peo pie said. She rarely attended church, but read the hi^e. 3he loved
to read, and also li^ed to listen to the stories her grandmother in
/
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Canada ussd to tell her—stories with a ocd clean plot, an outstanding
ioral, and o? the "whipped cre ; a" variety, as she describes then. S'- a
liked to read such books as St. Elmo and The lanoli :hter ; in fact, she
says she liked then so such that she seeded to live the .
Ae she ^re.. older she became more |uiet, oeclusive, backward, asocial*
It seemed to her that perhaps her ideals were too high for her to reach,
and she was unwilling to compromise. She still enjoyed such soc
events as Church parties, cloan fun, dances, motion pictures, reading
and writing* .then she be an to work she found th- t she ns not very
succe afol because of her poor health* Fina ly she had to go to a hospital
for an operation (Pee SF IE TP3 and' and after that exper-
ience her disposition >9gan to change—she became Telanc' oly and disagree-
able. She had a difficult tine recovering} she gradually beca e worse,
with periods of improvement and then periods of relapse*
SSX 'DJUST tBTTTS.
T rot much is known about elly’s earliest sex adjustments. Her rela-
tives say th"t she was a very active child and s^em to nake contacts
very readily with children of both at^es when she was young* So far as
they knew she made friends with both boys and girls, but it seemed that
she liked the boys especially. She loved then all as brothers; she liked
to lay and 3tudy eith them; she liked to consider then as chums or >als*
They ere always of the highest type, clean minded, and full of fun, and
she built ideals about them* She sa . her high ideals crushed to the
ground in the following way, as she records it in her diary:
.«
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At the a e of
Ho* often she
nd adventure.
Rer life had been filled with romance,
thirteen boys ,vere her oomanious, her pals,
had chawed up and down the Ion? narrow paved streets playing
tag with them. ...
It had begun then, this life of romance
There was one among theae boys who had. won her childish heart.
One who could not frighten her with hie escapades after having
tapped on the window; for she was gifted . ith a keen sense of
intuition; thus she learned to feel the oft tread of his feet
upon the porch her keen ears could not detect. ...
Slowly, unconsciously, she had c nfided in tnis boy; grad-
ually be stow in
;
the divine beauty of childish faith upon him#
Ke had become her idol, her life. She had set him upon a
pedestal; had formed her idea
L
b of morality fr~>a the trength
of hie sturdy, upright character*
Slowly, unconsciously, in hie selfishness he had dis-
regarded that faith; had wounded it; trampled upon it and
eventually round it to ashes* That hnd taken time....
It was easier to forget the dull ache at the bottom of
one's heart when one could laugh and joke, sing and dance with
merry Troups of career© 1* youths* for five Long years the
burden lay heavy within her breast until in childish fever
she had turned to that Immortal Being, to whom one seeks in
dire distress and He had opened her eyes that she might real-
ize the boy in whom she had bestowed her trust had complet-
ly vanished. The onrushin
;
ti ’a of time had wept him away
And in his lace there r9-^ained a stranger, a mere ac uaint-
ance; one of the any she greeted casually from day to day*
She had been but a child when Bud disap >ointad her;
Eut had shattered the ideals she had forced of him and, us-
ing young, inexperienced, with the «aye of the world, she
had allowed her d iapppointment to affect her so greatly th t
her nealth broke down com letely*
This adolescent experience had happened two years after puberty
be an. The menstural periods began when she was eleven years old. she
had trouble with them from the be~innin • She had greet lain in her
back, side, and le^e, especially when 3 v e was overv.orkec: or overtired.
Several times she fainted during these periods. She never received any
sex instruction of any kind at all, and *Telly herself says th t she had
no consciousness of se oryans at all until she went to a hospital for an
operation when she w-s twenty years old (See HSALTH . She h d no mother
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to teach her bee iee her mother had died wl en Belly was only seven. For
some reason or ocher her father made no atte npt to give her the necessary
information*
After the experience of disappointment over the way her childhood
lover had forgotten her, we find ally taking the following attitude
toward boys.
It was all quite entrancing until the souvenir of a kiss was
requested* ,»hy should he have expected tliat? ^hy had she so
stubbornly rejected his request? In spite of the rany times she
had been told by friends it was so silly to be like that, still
in her heart she would not feel this demonstration of affection
necessary* Kisses in her estimation should come from one's h.’art.
• •• iaybe she was silly to be like that. "There would come a tirae
when she'd c ange her mind.* That was what others had said but it
wouldn't happen to liar if she was conscious of it*
The above thought ca ie to her mind after a ride in a car with a boy
who wanted to kiss her* Yet in spite of her determination not to allow
any boy to kiss her *if oiie was consoioue of it, 1 on several occasions
the tem
;
Cation came very strongly* She tells of several occasions when
she did allow a certain boy she met to kiss her*
She felt the arm around her shoulder tightens she felt
the scrutiny of his gaze as it bore down upon her in an im-
perative challenge* Reluctant to obey the challenge in those
seeming-like pools of bead-like jet, she sought frantically
to avert her gaze only to let if fall unresisting upon the
engaging bland soile which held her a captive in the ecstasy
of his embrace, i’he nearness and suavity of his smile sent a
delicious little thrill thru her being and the scrutiny of
his gaze caused her heart to waver in its socket} hesitating,
reluctant, she obeyed the challenge*
The fad Liar words rang in her ears* "There would come a
tine wiien she would orange her mind*" She knew she had wanted
to obey that challenge and after all—what did it matter?
Surely there was no harm in a kies or two* It seemed so thrill-
ing and romantic* "rtho could resist such romance?'1
And she <razed out upon the heavens in question.
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The stars seemed to nod approvingly and the 'icon beamed
ever so bri htly in assent; even the melodies of song ech-
oed forth the lure o** romance.
Grasping the large rough hands of her compa ions ti htly,
3he dropped her handi idly upon his shoulder and continued to
alios her fancy to rove as she joined in onthe melodies of
3ong until the lights of the town appearer in the list nee.
She h’d a date with this rame yoixig man the following evening. She
describes the evening spent with him, how on the v*ay home ho wanted to
park and love her, and how she refused. J’e parked anyway and she re-
baked him strongly, objecting on the principle o" the thing." "hey
started hoie,*oen the following thing ha pens.
A wr*ve of apprehension stole over her; she saw again
that hurt, resentful expression upon his face as she had
noted at her former words of rebuke. All thought of her-
self vanished, an overwhelming desire to make right the
hurt her outburst had caused swept over her, and the eyes
that turned to him billed as she replied with a tender
gesture of her hand, "Fred, I* i sorry. I didn’t
mean " But the words were never finished, for the
gleam that «iartad from his eyas entered her very being.
She felt the scrutiny of his raze which held her spell-
bound. Innocent of t e delu e of passion *hioh swspt
over hsr, conscious only of hio intoxicating nearness,
her hand reseed upon his «ra. Another flash of those
beady orbs and her aze riveted upon his face; he lesit-
ntsd, gla:. sd at the rosd, again at the girl, the liand upon
his arm tightened, the car swerve'*, slo ed, a grinding of
brakes and lights e tinguished, vaguely conscious of the
arm around her waist, the light pressure of his lipe
against her own. Her sanies reeled as ©r lips brushed
against hie cheek, her head cro pad upon Ids shoulder, and
she lapsed into a moiaent of sensual oblivion.
hater, as Nelly reflected over thic e v:perien ©, she jondered if
her conduct had been proper. One night as she worried over her behavior,
she had the following e perience.
Sleep was farther a ay tlian ever now that a new hope
had be ;n born, a new flame kindled, and ahe oouht to fa4
thorn -his new d sire within her.

”he very thought that the arms 3he had refuge*'' to
accept, the lips she had in an impulsive surrender, un-
consciously sought, that thrilled her with ecstatic rapture,
that the eyes that seemed to scorch her heart and soul,
that were drawin her non like a magnet upon a piece of
steel, that these charms wore bestowed upon the many girls
of his acquaintance 3ent a dagger of pain and remorse
through her heart.
Was this thing love, this burning desire to feel the
intoxication of his nearness? .«hy did she ache to be
pressed close within his embrace? Hhy did she live over
the rapturous ecstasy of that blind surrender? ttby did
she thrill again and again in reminiscence of the scene?
shy did 3he has-a hersel because of that weakness, and
why would she have blushed hotly had anyone accused her
of being so indiscreet in her e notion?
"love! ,as this love? Ohl God, teach me to under-
stand," she sighed heavily, bomding from her bed, tears
coursing down her cheek9 as she knelt at the bedside to
com une with that Immortal Being whom she knew -would come
to her rescue. 3ha could talk to her "Heavenly Father
for "God" knew all thin s, "He who numbered the hairs of
ones head" kne.\ of the dull aching burdens in one’s eart.
Had not "He" taught her to realise she could not be de-
pended on at all times and n w that affair was over? She
had thou ht she was free from such burdens. Free, only to
fal ’ into a larger pitfall; a deeper darkness, for it was
dar • The future loomed like a fathomless pool of mire,
black and sinister far into space, and she was af aid of
it, afraid of life, of love, if this was "love."
"Tear, dear God," she entreated in passionate ejacula-
tions. Pleai-e, dear "od help me. Should love be like
this? Should love be black and sinister? Love is light,
love is beautiful. It should light our way. Oh, God,
please help me to love that aay. Hei me to ma'-’-e love
beiutifid, to understand it. Do I really love him?" and
she clutched at her heart in an ap.^rehensivs gesture.
"Is it lov3 to desire bin, his nearness, his love n:re than
anything in all the world? OHl" 3he cried, "I want him to
love is. T do love him. ,hy it must be love when I'd
leave all I have if he'd love me honorably if he'd be my
friend first I could teach im to love me honorably.”
*' hi dear father in Heaven plsase hear my prayer, "
and 9he urst for t in a pa sionate outburst of weeping#
" hy do os it hurt so? ;<hy should I love him like this?
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I haven't the privilege," she stated ennhatically. "»hy do I feel
it is wrong tolove him this v;ay? why do I doubt him? fehy
can't I bel i3ve him? The world calls it love when we'd
leave everyone «&nd verything we possess for the love of one
in honor.
please, 3od, give me strength to use discretion, to do
right. Dear od, understand someone must help. Thou dost
understand thy people for Thou art our laker. Please, as in
Bible times, please hdlp us today in our weaknesses, in our
trials and temptations.
"Oh, God, make R’red do ri^ht and teach me to have a good,
clean unselfish love, te ch me to understand why I love him
so, why I'd leave aLl my relatives, all those who are so near
to me. Yes, I'd leave everyone of them for him. I'd leave
grandma and Aunt Ella, all those I love."
As she ole ded, she thought of the home far off, of
those loved ones who had played a part in rearing her to the
early stages of youth. Even these loved memories vanished
as her passion rose to me *t the fiery pools of bead-like jet
that bore down upon her in defiant challenge.
She fought desperately with herself to comprehend this
emotion. It was selfish to love like that. Love had a found-
ation and this emotion had e rung up without warning j sprung
u selfishly. It was selfish to leave those one had loved a
lifetime for mere acquaintance; one she knew not. OhJ why did
she desire to do so? Leave Auntie, who had given her the
mother affection a child requires and once again sueet
memories of the dear old farm life returned and then
THE H R E
A heavy darkness o'erehadooed the room; the frail
shaken form against the bed became silent, immovable; a
hushed aued silence ensued.
A face! the face of a little boy shone through the
darkness. It ;,as a sweet tender face and the eyes, soft and
brown, became obscured by a shining dewey mist as two
large round tears welled up and o 'erflowed down the fat
che ks.
An awed reverential gasp escaped from the victim against
the bed and she felt again the soft velvet caress of those full
lips as they had et her own in sweet com union with a whioperdd
goodbye.
Shaken with apprehension at the sudden recollection
of that long ago scene, she involuntarily reached a uiver-
ing hroid to her boy— "Randolph" she grasped, but the face
had disappeared; however, the shining misty orbs shone in
->J0-
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sparkling beauty where it had been and it was aa if t iose eyes
had revealed the everlasting beauty of a childish face*
sne became vaguely conscious of an uplifting force within
her aching, tired heart, somehow she felt little and ashamed,
selfish and miserable. A flood of ap rehension seized her*
"Dear, dear Ray," she sobbed, "would ou be a hamed of me
because I feel like this because I'd give up all those loved
mem 'Ties? *
“Dear GodJ" she sighed as she entreated her Mav-*r, "Please,
dear God, keep that sweet and clean and pure* Teacu him to
find truth and comfort and beauty like this. Teach him to find
truth and comfort and beauty in one he may love, that his love
may be returned, I pray.
"Please help us, dear Heavenly father, to understand this
part of our lives*"
Exhausted, all energy spent, she gasped a faint thanks
to that I aortal being and, shivering, she crawled beneath
the covers and closed her eyes in exhaustion.
Lut this did not end her lental conflict over what her attitude to-
wards boys should be* Later she writes the following.
There comes a time in the life of every young person,
especially the more sensitive idealistic type, when there
arises out of the dreamy idle haze of romance, the love of
adventure, and the beauty of the imaginary—a more than
ro nance, and the question of "Love" arises in each heart.
.«e may say, as the youth who struggles with this un-
known force, "rthat is love?" and the answer varies. "It is
known as a strong and emotional force of nature which varies
according to the nature of its victims.
*
The spiritual and sensual in a sensitive passionate
nature combat in constant warfare. A strong ardent passion,
suddenly aroused, becomes like a fiery de jon, the desire of
the flesh and body arises} the soul in a predominating spir-
itual nature aspires to hi ;her goals and the combat between
coul and body begins.
Tt was at this point of her life that Kelly had to go to the hospital
xor an operation. She was working in the home of a doctor (see VOCATIONAL
A) JUSTVvNTS) when she began to have trouble again with her menstrual per-
iods. The doctor advised that she o to the women's Hospital. There the
doctor diagnosed her case aB a case of infantile uterus, .ihile in this
*
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hospital she developed a consciousness of sexual organs Tor the first
ti
time, according to Nelly, and the fact worried her a great deal. The ope r_
ation seemed to have taken a lot out of her and she said she felt like an
old woman as the result* She said that before her operation she had known
nothing but beautiful thoughts, but that aftersard s ahe seemed to drink
in all sensualism. As she lay in bed recuperating very slowly from this
o e rat ion the following thoughts went through her mind.
as it love?—this over-powering emotion he had the
oower to arouse in her which sent er pulses throbbing, her
brain whirling, and caused her to desire to throw discretion
to the winds, to leave all she possessed only to have the
privilege of his love?
A love that burned and ached within her breast, a
love that blotted out all understanding, a love that loom-
ed dark and sinister within the future. A love that eonds
one to the grave. It could not be true. It could nob be
"Love." .jhere was the light? .ihere was the beauty?
In her crazed fancy Nelly pictured an imaginary
inscription upon a small tomb stone. "Here lies 41 ss
Jones. Died of a broken heart. Life was too hard to
bear. Love too great a test. Died a coward." and she
shivered at the nierd thought her mind portrayed, and won-
dered if she was becoming insane.
A long, seemingly endless night lay ahead. The victim
upon the bed wrestled with her nature, as she fought vainly
to comprehend the mad desire to throw herself at the feet of
her lover; to surrender to the challenge in those fathomless
pools of bead-like jet, as his eyes pierced her heart, scorch-
ed her soul, and she felt herself sinking, down, down, under
their piercing scrutiny.
She longed for the thrill of those charms he pos eased
and her body ached to be pressed close tithin his strong
embraoe. Ohl how she loved him, and she thrilled at the
thought, o-Ly to hate herself for it.
Nol she had never pictured love like this. 'Predi I
don't love youl I hate youl ’ she sobbed. 'You take me away
from everything out the thought of you. You don't love me.
You don’t understand me. You just wanted to ake love to
me, but you do not love me and I hate you. T can't let
you make love to ie. fhy can not I understand you?" and
she sobbed wildly as she beseeched her laker for understand-
ing.
t-
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She groped frantically for the comforting recoilsotion of
a pair of soft misty brown orbe; the faith of a child was
soothing as the eyes of her lover burned deep within her heart*
Her passion rose in fiery flames; scorching* se
.
ing her body
her soul >.hich struggled to rise above the flames* Again she
ssnk downj down into a seemingly everlasting inferno*
She prayed as one only can who suffers acute pain and
torture; she called frantically to the vision of a little
boy, as the eyes as shining misty dew fell upon her soul,
soothing, comforting, lifting her up, refreshing and cooling
as a fine spray of water upon her fevered spirit*
Again she pleaded, "Oh, Sod in Heaven, have rercy upon
ay soul* Help me to rise above this torture. Help me to
kn .7 a comforting everlasting love as a light that saines.
God help mel"
"In her agony she stifled a scream* "Fredi ohi F.andy help
me* Ohl !y Godl .jhat does it all mean?"
And as she stared into the faint loom, seeing only the
vision of soft eyes upon her, a heavy curtain of outer
darkness fell upon the room; an aoute awed silence held
the girl speechless, staring, her wide eyes transfixed
upon the vision of a p rfect star which shone with an
indescribable brilliance, she felt herself being lifted; as
though the very spirit within her arose to meet the glorious
vision above* She reached a trembling hand toward the dazz-
ling apleandor, only to fall back with a th d*
The moonlight streamed in the room, all was as before, and
wiping the beads of cold sweat from her brow, she shivered
apprehensively*
what h d happened to her? How different she feltl bright-
ened but comforted. "Ch God" she breathed, "It is a vision of
love. It shines forth: it lights the way; it lifts up nd
carries on* I am going to hold on to it* I am going to make
my love like that* Like a star that shines forth into eter-
nity."
In order to recuperate from the operation ’Telly goes a ain to stay
with relatives in the town where ’'red lived* She invites Fred to come
to see her, but he fails to show up* On the last night of her visit
in the town she manages to see him up town* The following happens*
"I an saying goodbye, Fred* But before I say it," she
paused; they were leaning against the back of bhe car; an-
other raptor making a turn forced the youth to draw closer be-
tween the shelter of the parked cars; she followed; they were
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close together now; it was coming—this confession of emo-
tion she failed to suppress; heedless of that contradicting
inner voice, ringing in the Jeep recesses of her co science.
"Fred, I am going to tell you something I have never told
anyone before. I am going to tell you that I love you*"
Hardly had she spoken, she resented the impulse which
prompted her action.
She felt his rip tighten within her grasp. It renewed
her courage and she co eluded; "But I am not going to let it
puli me down. Love lifts us up, Fred. Goodbye."
"I'm glad," he whispered his grip tightened ever so
slightly in a hearty shake. "Goodbye, Nellie!" and he was
gone.
Blinded by the stingin^ pain of resentful passions
Nellie struggled on. She lived through an agony of remorse,
her sensitive dnd ever reverting to that unforgettable in-
cident when she had confessed her love. Fool! Fool l The
words rang in her ears, stung and wounded until the pride
within her repelled until she felt miserably lonely and
utterly hopeless of rising above this tangle of emotional
controversy. ...
The weeks wore on; weeks of profound desoair to the girl.
A dull yearning ache persisted morbidly within her breast; a
desperate struggle for work proved vain. The unrest and dis-
illusionment of the world about her hdded to her com lexities
and the sudden news of her grandmother’s illness, in the early
part of November, beca/ae an almost unbearable burden
f :dna's voice (her step-mother') : "There are plenty of
good boys in this city. It's high time you stepped off your
high pedestal and made yourself a little more desirable.
"You’ve moped around here long enough. If you think you
are going to keep this u» in hope we'll ssnd you to Canada
to recupe ate, you're mistaken. If you -at sick now. I’ll
see that you go to a sanitarium and believe me that's just
where you’ll end if you don’t snap out of it.
"Don't think you can help yourself by running to Canada.
Distance is of no avail when you need to get away °rom your
thoughts. You can’t get away from Fred that way. n
A heavy feeling of pretence, shame, and remorse envelop-
ed her. Through blind in
;
tears she sought the photograph of
the silent witness to the seane which had just passed.
"You see, Randy, no one understands me and I don't
know myself. I wonder had you learned to know me, could you
have understood me? ^e are strangers now. You are living
your life and I am living mine. It is only the memory of
you I know. Some day I will see you a fain. I just feel
that I will learn to know you sometime; know you as a man,
nob the little boy of the mat."
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.> ith thi3 thought, in mind she entered her room, pushed the
switch on the boudoir lamp, and paused at the bureau on which
lay the little Testament* Mechanically she turned the pages and
as if in coordinance to her thought she re d ?
"Know Ye not that your bodies are the teaples of Christ.
That the spirit dwellbth in you?" She continued to read, her
interest widened as 3he grasped the significance of the words*
*3t rid ye stead Past in the waith. Refrain from all worldly
lust, corruption, ate.' 1 She knelt a penitent, at her bedside
snrine and prayed for that which her soul desired; sought for-
giveness for the hurt she had caused, and wholly freely gave
her heart t.n God in that brief moment of prayer. To realise
when it was over she was livin - in a world of lust, continually
fighting the passions of the flesh, but she would win* She
would win this battle with herself in time. God would teach
her how*
Nelly gets a job in the Five and Ten cent store during the rush of
Christmas and earns the money to go to Canada where she watches her grand-
mother bre the her last* The ordeal was almost too much for her, but
Randolph did help her* Could she have succeeded to bear the
burden of that ordeal all alone? It is doubtful. Hot once
did he relinquish his grasp upon her trembling hands; not
once had she weakened but that the force of his arms about her;
the pressure of his hand upon h >r throbbing pulse renewed her
strength and when she jould sobbed aloud at the sad lined of a
poem during the service, hie quiet, gently remonstranee, 'please
don’t, Nelly dear* You have been so brave. Listen, dear*
How beautiful it isl* caused her to check the frenzied sob
with a fresh burst of scalding tears, she became calm.
Thus we find Nelly in Canada and «re find her boyhood chum Randolph at
her side, comforting her* Che regarded him aore as a father or as an older
brother than as a lover*
rt ith an abrupt imperativeness she a proacheri his chair,
gently but firmly extracted the paper from his hold; removed
his pipe, which action brought back momoriee of the past „hen
often she had climbed upon her Eadds knee and deliberately
removed hiB pi^e to press an affectionate kiss u on his lips.
She restrained an impulse to do likewise with Randolph*
"
.»e can't make our lives beautiful if we flirt and play
around all the time* It isn't fair. Life is real. It is
*,
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earnest. .e get what we give in life. .e give love, beauty, ten-
derness, and mderstending, and it copies back to us eventually.
,,q aren't playing fair to giv wrong impressions, little white
lies that to someone may mean so much hurt and eu’ faring# It
causes jealousy, distrust, hutred, misunderstanding of life and
love. It scatters friendship and we lose what we most need to
make our lives successful#
* >ie lose the understanding of true friendship, and the beauty
and comfort of a true love. A love that a ines ’orth like a
li Tht. Like a star of hope that beckon ahead; that lights our
pathways in the darkost hoursj that lifts our burdens; carries
us over the roughest ooas of li^e, out o'* the depth of sin; the
selfishness and lust of the flesh, and the passions of earth#
Love carries us over these pathways. It cleanses us and shines
forth eventually into an ternal Light# Love—-the Gift of God 1
"Advancing toward her with a tender though f : rm embrace
he held her trsablin body close. She was crying no.; and the
tears trickled down hi9 checks as he pressed vuivoring lipe
a ainst the lowered head upon his breast. She was clinging
to him; with an impetuous grasp u *>n the arras about her, she
saidt *1 know, Randy. I know what it was# It wa? beauty, a
faith that shone from the soul of a little boy and entered
into the soul of me# Pod revealed it to me in my hour. of
darkness and I am struggling to hold on to it. It's all
that's left of beauty for me."
^ally's haalt improves some. She tires of the aonotonoue staying a-
round the house and craves something to do. Tn spite of nr frail health
she gets a job for about a month taking oara of some children. landy is
to see her every day as lie delivers milk to her house. One day he finds
her huddled on the lounge in the living room.
"Instinctively as in times past her heart quavered and he
reached forth a protecting hand to encircle her bent shoulders.
"All thought of resolve fled in utter weakness and she
turned to him with submissive entreaty as he gently touched her
bhoulder. “Oh, Randy, won't you le se take my hands and hold
them firmly? It helps me so, Randy, and my hands are so numb.
You can help me, Randy. You do hel p me so. Just give me strength
and I know I can carry on."
Her courage returned with a buoyant flow. She ceased her
sobbing, and with grateful response from the depth of her soul
she searthed hia face and it was as though the soul within him
acknowledged that response, for his eyes, softly illumined,
penetrated her conseie ce, nor did they leave her face until
slowly the door closed between them,and speechless, she reached
.!
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forth a trembling hand to snap the latch, suppressing a strong
desire to feil the comfort of his arms about her nd firmness
and warmth of his close embrace to enshroud her in a haven of
refuge*
Kelly seemed to be getting along all right until 3he learned that
Randolph was oing with another girl* She proclaimed the girl beautiful
and said she was glad that -andy had found a girl to his liking. She in-
sisted that she wa3 not in love with him.
"Can't you understand?" she entreated her aunt* ill
you never understand I'm not loving Ray for what he has been
to me; for shat his friendship ha9 meant to me* I'm not—.
I don't want his love* I only want to return fchat he has
already given ae should there ever come a time in his li^e
when he would need it*"
Thus comes to an end ally's account of her love life in h r diary.
For a continuation of it, see HISTORY OF r’R ? ' fTT F-LTSSS.
FAMILY AI JUSTM :KT 5.
As has alre dy been pointed out, 'Jelly's mother died when Kelly was
only seven years old* She lias never hud anyone .--ho seemed bo take her
place. She regarded her father as 'not doei enou h" for her bo confide
in, and the father lore or le&3 let the child grow up as she might*
jhen he remarried lie intrusted ter to hio new wife* NeLiy writes in her
diary* "It iiad aLw ys been kina whose a provai determined her engage ments
and affairs* 11 As lier stop-mother, :dna, was only seven or ei§ht years
her senior she regarded her 10re or lass an older sister. There is no
indication that there ®ao la ck of harmony in -he family—in fact, Jelly
seems to have *ot along very wall with the family as it w o.
Her family group at tines was composed of her grandmother and her
aunt, uncle, and cousin. She was greatly influenced by her grandmother's
•.
•
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religious and inoral teachings, and often s ;eake of the "whipped cream"
stories her grandraother told her* They s eraed to have ude uite
an impression upon her, for she writes quite o “ten of visions of her
grandmother tellin her what to do coming to her when she was out with
a group o" youn people* Che tells of one occasion when she .;as out
with a group ofyoung people to a dance, and. they were proposing to
do soma things which she had been taught not to do.
thought of that dear 3weet face so recently gone
from ay life. Grand oa had said, "I wish ray little girl
would not jo to those horrid old dances* " I hud laughed.
".,hy. Grandma dear, there's no harm in dances. Dancing
is a wonderful pastime. It takes our minds off our
troubles; it carries us -way to the lnnd of music; makes
ue forget everything except the rhythm o ’ the music.
Surely there is no harm in that."
"but the ible speaks so against it. Grandma would
like to have her little girl to have more thought of God
and less of worldly things," she h:.d replied. Loaning
over the bed, enveloping the thin frail for 1 with ay
arms, placing soft kisses on the flushed forehead wae
ay way when‘strying to make Grand a understand • I re-
plied, "Listen, grammie dear, if it wasn’t quite right
for ub to go to dan as, God wouldn’t have let urn do it.
Don’t you believe Ke teaches us by our feelings? If we
feel right about going we should go, and if lie doesn't
want us to go He will teach us by making us feel guilty.
Grandma dear, when I can't go to a dance and feel that
it 1 8 alright I shall stay home. 3ut if I can't do as
I always feel, then I am not a Christian.
“
Grandmother cries. .ith a pang regret for ’oei g
so headless, I again ran to the bedside, dropping on uy
kneoe, smothering the wri' kled forehead with my hands.
" hy gramie, honey dear, .vhat is wrong? Did I hurt you?
Lurely you're not crying bacause o'* what I said? Oh,
r&.amie I’m so sorry." Amid choking sobs she replied,
"You said you wore not a Christian. I don't think you're
far from it. dhat was that stabbing at ay heart? The
tears burned in uy eyes as I replied, *?Jo, no,
,
rand aa,
you don't understand. I'm not a hrisbian, but i.e can't
be Christians in one day. It takes a long time to be a
Christian, but maybe some day God will show :ue how. :<e
have to sacrifice to be Christians. ,.e must work for God.
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"Grandma, do you know: one night before I had to go into
that h rrid old hospital I .ms so worried, so fri htened, fev-
erish and sick. All night long I rolled and toesad until it
seemed I gas almost in a s uor. The room was so dark and
Grandma, what do you suppose happened?
nIt seemed I was walking out the church door and talking
with sister Florence and Marlon, but as I looked up at the
sky, there a dd all the darkness shone the most beautifpl,
startling, indescribable brill iance of light and the faintest
softest music, and angels 1 YesJ 'here were angels hovering
within this light. I felt a3 tho I was being lifted way up in
the air, as if it was carrying me away# I dried to speak but
I was numb with awe. I tried to turn around to call Florence.
She was gone* and I felt m self coming dor.n with a thud. I
jumped. Che floor was as before, but I was trembling end the
cold sweat rohsd o"f me.
"Grandma, if Heaven is like that, it is worth going to.
It *s worth sacrificing for. .iS'd be so happy there, han’t
you think so, grandma, dear? But why do you eup ose that
ha pened to me? I thought I was going to die. It was a vision
and the Bible speaks of God coming to us through visions. I
wonder. Someday I will understand what it meant and it will
mean a lot to me."
VCOAT! NAL ADJU: T‘i5?’TS.
ally left school when she was fifteen and went lo work in a depart-
ment store in P dladel jhia, where she received a salary of from six to
nine dollars. She worked here for about sixteen onths and had to quit
because tee work was too hard for her frail health. She was nut a very
good worker eceuse of her health, but put herself into her work too
rruch, overworked for her strength, and worried herself too much about
her friends.
After she had recovered somewhat from this iLlness, she went to
work as a child’s nurse in the home of a doctor, where she received
seven dollars a week. She worke here for two years, but while he e was
bothered a re t deal by pain during her menstrual eriods, and she had
to go the Women’s Hospital.
i<
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After a period of illness and partial recovery, she desired to go to
Canid to see ind help her grandmother before ohe died. In order to gain
the money for transportation she worked in a Five and Ten cant store
during the Christmas rush. After die arrived in Qanada and her grandmother
had died, she became restless with idleness, and secured a short time
position as a child’s nurse.
In ’’ovamber, 1955* she sent to work in a ho ao, .here she worked until
she was sent to this hospital on February 26, 19^*
SOCIAL AIJU T : NTS.
Nelly’s father aays that she always made frie -ds easily, that her
friends were very refin id eiople, and that 9he always got along very
well with people. she liked active ;aiea because she was rather high-
strung and impulsive, and liked tr iveling. The fa mily travelled around
from one state to another and from one co naunity to another uhen she woe
young. 3he always enjoyed dancing, "he was rticulnrly careful about
who her friends were.
Nelly’s ai3ter says that sho was a very quiet, reserved, studious
type of person who loved dancing, motion pictures, reading, uid anything
connected with Church activities. She always seamed to get along cell
*ith everyone ..ith whoa she chunzaed—in fact, with all people in general.
Her friends >/ere of the very best in character and annerr. She did not
lake friends easily, but those she ^ade ..ere fast friends.
3YM T0MS OF RF1IGI0SITT.
he religious and devotional habits and developments of Nelly have
f-m
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already be n discussed unr'er the headings of CtfTT r!!"‘0£ (UR At'C!.3SC ; -;NT
D8T8L0PMBI
,
'Prr3, and r-W'lLY A JU
:
HEALTH*
Nelly has always been in poor health. Her siclmeeo began ;hen she
was three weeks old (See CHILDHOOD " T ADOLSSJENT DSVSLO- T ) • As a
child she had ai.1 the children's diseases that make the ro nil—measles,
chicken pox, whooping cough, sumps, etc. Then when 3ha entered puberty
her Tenstrual periods were accompanied with severe pain in the back,
side and L« . im would sometimes almost drl r out of her head;
several times s e fainted during hhese periods, .vhen she wa3 twenty
years old she had to ro to the hospital for an operation because of her
se ual or ~ond were unde -developed. (See Q.'Y' V JI! ' ~ n3.' 3he had al-
ready al»7ay8 been frail _>h sicaiiy, and always worried overmuch -. bout
everything in general. As she had never had any sox instruction the
operation nvc her a consciousness of her sax organs for the first time.
She became nervous and hysterical, melancholy and disagreeable. She her-
self noticed this change coming in her personality about the time that
she learned that Randolph had another girl friend. She describes thi9
change in her diary in the following aa ner.
*ITor did ilia fail to notice in her anxiety the various
moods of the youth, noting a recent change in lsnner, more or
lees restraint in speech; a continued anxiety of Nelly's weak-
ened state of health, yet a continual air of compuction while
in the young Airis's presence which she concluded due to the event
of entertaining a more desirable girl friend, havinr learned
of roroa '3 presence in his life* "
.»hen Nelly ..as a child she fell on a pointed stick one day in play
and injured her right eyelid and her sight to some extent, although galssee
,*
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have corrected that defect*
Nelly as never used drags, alcohol, ncr tobacco*
HISTORY 0? : ' T ILL.boJS
Nelly's last employer said that s is had seamed all rignt up to a few
days before her hospitalization. She vra.3 quiet, a good worker, and well
liked oy the children aha took care of* 31 e did not asm i rterested in
church, Oxily attending once during h r 3tay there* She had no young
people for friends, but ap3nt h r ti lQ wr ting in her diary* About two
weeks >rier to ho, i. on she - ;un bo rs unyan's Pj 's
Progress and become pro ’oundly id re aed oy it* She stated that she
was just ii’ce . il rim, and spoke of herself as a Pile,rim*
A few days lRtor a young Ban ca "Q to the home soiling calendars in
order to earn Ills wiy throu h school* ..hen HeLly ie ;med of this, she
decided that aha could era her way through school too. Sue wrote to
the addre a of the school on the calendar asking to be admitted as a
student. She t on- became highly excited and talked abort religious
subjects aLl the tine. She declared that s -e c wanted y God to bo a
disciple, and that Randy was also caLled into roll ious life as a min' 3-
ter. She then would stand again .. the wall for hours at a time with
aran outstretched, declarin that a © had boon crucified. After a while
she declared her body was one; that o ly her spirit .. ^s left; nd
thereafter ra used to pay ay ttention to her physical a. pear: .ace.
She then wrote a letter to Randy which she placed in her ’Ta« Test-
ament. The latter read as follows*
Oh, F.andy dear, n one has understood this feeling in js, but
.*
*
«
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God has revealed it* It is love. The "aith he has taught roe
uo fine in the bottom of your heart is commanding*
It roust be proved and we feel ^e most go to work for God*
You will f el atran e, but God de/oande and don't be frightened
if it makes you tremble; only read soy little lestament* It's
God’s ivord* The Light of Trnth and Love* It will give ue the
Love I have described for you*
Oome, Randy, and bring this Testament* It's true, Gandy,
leave all* God says leave all and follow*
Come, Randy, God will lead us and if you c me now when
you feel His p<??;er as it talks to you we will go together and
work for God* Po study the Libia. Your singing, r.andy—it's
God’s gift* le is demanding it* And we will re d it there*
At the 1
—
— Bible School in 4————*
God won't even let me write to Florence. I.e has let me
write to auntie and lldred, but they will ot understand.
They will all think I am crazy. I have sub-ait wed my ove for
you to Christ* itfy soul is struggling out we must prove the
true worth of gy story and God will teach you to come* Read
ray Testament. You can't back out of God's will* It is strong
but we will have faith. God speak9 to me now and by Him I
speak to you*
She wanted to mail thi3 to Randj 3 but her employer would not let her
because the temperature w s below zero and it was a too mile walk to the
post office.
That night 6he w a found lying out in the front </ar clad only in her
pajamas* It ie riot mown how long she hod been lying there. She was
chewing several oares from her Few Teetaiuent (the fira- four chapters of
Acts) and was saying: " h. Lord, show :e the Light."
The next morning she was unmanageable. She would not keep her cloth s
on and remained in her room, spitting on the be: and the furnishings.
Then she beca s uiet and lay in bed with her eyes closed. Soon she
became e.ocitod again, so she was ta’-en to the mental l ospital*
C'WITION TURING HOSPITALIZATION
This is a summary of the first two years of her hospitalization:
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.'.hen "ell r ca « to the hospital she w o in handcuffs, talking ince ss-
antly, e.tre iely excited, disturbed, hair dishevelled and unkempt, and
did not seem to knew aha t was going on about her. She kept her eyes
closed and paid not attention to questions asked* 3he see ned to be clear
out of contact with her surroundings* Her consciousness w quite
clouded* ir dually she been ce more conscious of her surround inga, after a
tine been <e correctly oriented in all spheres, became a little more
social, 2 Ut still w s so euhat confused* Although she began to cooperate
a little with treat oent, she was still all to hersolf and her own thoughts
oust of the tirve—-s cclusi /e, backward, shy, uncooperative, and responding
only to inner stimuli most of the time. Only for short periods did she
become less asocial, desiring to help on the aard and talk to other
patients.
iihe has penerally be an gloomy, hopeles3, perplexed, and timorous*
She might be termed very moody, for at times she is hi hly e cited--even
a eaultive, at other times attentive, courteous, and stable* Sometimes
she has seen very nervous, under high tension, noisy, resistive, and
e en frothing at the mouth and violent; then at other times she h s been
quiet, coopera ivo, attentive, and stable* Often her mod is inappropriate
to the external ait ation*
Her spe ch is not very fluent; she had difficulty in saying what she
thinks at times; other times she ha j difficulty thinking* "At Li ves I fe ;1
like myself, otherwise, terribly stupid, dumb." She has tendency to
ramble sued bo etremely circumstantial and garrulous, giving many minor
details. Her me iory is good for both recent and remote eve ts, and she
talks in a chronological sequence. Only in more excited times does there
..
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seem to be any flipht oJ ideas; generally she is quite relevant, coherent,
occasionally rambling. Her judgments are poor because of h r hallucinations
although they are not systematized as yet. In general she lias poor insi drt
into her trouble, although at ti ies s;>e verbally states so le insi ht that
is ore or lees true. She is too sensitive and self-conscious to do such
work without constant su -ervision. She finds fault with everything.
She shows an indifferent attitude to all work, and spends her leisure ti to
alone and quiet, do ng othing but apparently thinking. C eneraily she
accepts all she does as failure. She does not even pay any attention to
letters or visitors which s e receives, although from tine to time she
expresses con cem for them. She seems backward abo-.rt moot social contacts
because of self-consciousness about the acne on her face, and feels that
it is partly responsible for her condition, her face was treated for acne,
and when her appearance improved her spi its rose a little, ut w en site
saw that the improve ient did not continue, her s >irits again droops to
the usual level.
Very little is known about what s'^e thinks about because s’ie is quite
uncommunicative with ot ers. She eeons preocc tpied with thought about
so ething lost of the time. She seems to have a sense of uilt a out her
past relations with boys, and thinks that she las done wrong in cert in
situations, while the truth of the natter is that her relations with
boys have been quite superficial. She also feele guilty about having
sensual thoughts as a result of her recent consciousness of sexual organs,
w’ areas before she had only beautiful thoughts. Before her hospitalization
she had iany dreams, reveries, and day dreams a out boys, as she portrays
..
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in her diary* It is not known o ..hat extent if any she practiced mastur-
bation before hospitalization, for she never discusses the matter, but
the nurses report that she masturbates now rather freely* the denies any
heterosexual or homosexual experiences, which is in accord with known
facta. She says that sho does not know whether she should have gone back
to Randy and carried him, or gona on and studied religion* At present she
says little about such a conflict going on, but one feels that it is still
there.
when Kelly entered the hospital she talked excitedly about religious
topics in an incoherent and rambling manner. She ,aidt "T am living the
life of hell. I am hell in deceit. This is hell in deceit. It is good
on earth. It is not darkness here, it is all Light* There is no 3uch
thing as Jesus Christ, the ible, or the Lord." Then in a sing-song voice
she beaan to chants "There is no uch thing as darkness on earth, no hell,
with me there is Light. JfOJ HOf NO 1 The ./arid sill not be saved by
Christ. Thh is hell* Thera will be .?ara and rumors of sars* the eun will
be darkened and the night ..ill turn into day* There is no feeling* It is
dead. Deceit is ray name. The world ie no., hell*" Then she lay in bed
with her body ri ;id, eyes staring ahead, lips coving and aar.de raised.
Twice she rushed from the room naked, screaming, and threw h rself on the
floor* S’ o talked . subject » end li
from me. Don’t touch " She believed that she had be n inspired by God
to write a book containing her history* She also believed that she was
inspired to become a teacher of religion. Her visions were quite vivid,
and often had something to do with "Light." She had had similar experiences
I/
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before coaling to the hospital, which she recorded in her li..ry.
At first she hr.' the ilea that che had experienced a physical death
but a ore or loos spiritual resurrection* She would stand against the
wall in the position of crucifixion nnd then say th t her physical body
was gono, that only her spiritual sal *' was loft, which w j all that Cod
wanted • She also had t a idea that handy and oho wore co be g.-eacher and
pilgrin and that they ..-ere to tea :h people about "od. She oaid: "It
seemed as if fand * and T wero narrio'- in a clean
.. y. I have loved him
ever since we wero kids. Later on I spoiled it by putting it too high.
I didn’t havetbe faith I should have. Someone always said someth! ig. I
doubted the a nd u 5 asha ied of myself •"
Now Nelly says not ing about these "religious” ideas, so it Imposs-
ible to know what interpretation 3he now places upon the a. Her m od at
least is not consistent with her .laying such role at the present time.
She very seldom attends church services in the chapel and n
-
private de-
votions have been noticed except for occasional tal 'ing about religious
out of the window, saying "J-’sus Jhri.vt 0 over and o ,-or.
After Nelly’s initial outburst of excitement at the lospital, she
gradually yuietad do.ui, became interested in .vhere she was, apologized
for her behavior, and oe an to be a little more neat in her appearance.
Everything progressed intil she went to a novie, ..hen al j beca e greatly
disturbed an’ had to be put in seel vision, .here she screamed and po ndod
on the door all night. In ..ho rxmi ig she bee a..us quiet and s'ciueive.
rom th8n on she beca *a intoroetad in getting -.ell enough to leave, and
wanted to worh for her living. In Septa aber, 95^, she .vae sent out on
..
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family care aa greatly improved, ;ut during the five or six weeks there
she made no improve nent, took no interest in what went on around her,
and she was returned to the hospital because her staring around frighten-
ed the other patients in the home#
Felly feels that she is to blame "or her condition at the present
time, and even for the condition of the other patients in the hospital.
She accuses herself of telling lies and thus causing accidents in which
many patients get hurt. On one occasion, when adlced if she had done any-
thing wrong, she replied* 0 ell, the other patients seem to think I have,
but I don't know of anything wrong I have done unless it is wrdng for me
to write a book w ich I hoped would inspire the mai I 1 ved." She feels
that her condtion is absolutely hopeless, and she fe 1 b resigned to her
f te as it is. She expresses no interest in getting well or going home.
At first she wondered why she was here and when she would be well enough
to go home, and still worries somewhat a out the condition of the health
of her relatives, but she feels tht her own condition is hopelesa.
IFT5RPRETATION
This individual seems to have started life on the wrong foot and h 3
bean out of step e er since. In every phase of life she has met with
disappoint lent, failure, frustration. It is no wonder that she thought
of htorself as Pilgrim. Let us see the many -ays in which she has been
rebuffed.
In the first place, it might be pointed out that she had a none-tto-
good hereditary background, ».edo not know much about it accept that her
anther was sup oaed to be subject to epileptic sei ures. It is not known
.»
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for sure shat the hereditary possibility this has, but the general opin-
ion is that there is at least the possibility of inheriting he tendency
toward it*
Next, she be ,;ame seriously ill shortly after birth and w 3 even given
up as ahopeless case* She had to >ake a terrific struggle to keep alive,
but finally she son out in this struggle* The price she had to pay for
this was a weak and frail body, which was always a handicap in every-
thing she undertook in life*
Third, her mother died when she was only five years old* This was
a great blow and loss to her* No doubt since she had bean sick so much
in her early life she had learned to depend upon her mother for many
things* ;e kn w that s e missed her mother very much, and that she did
not know just what to think about her other's absence* And there
seemed to be nothing or nobody to take her nother's dace in her life.
She longed for somebody's arms to protect her and somebody in
whom to confide. Her father could not take te r Tether's place because
he did not seem to understand hr. At least Nelly felt that he did not
understand her, and she could not place her trust and confidence in him.
,
In the fourth place, there was no explanation offered to her to
interpret the vital issues of life. Such a lack would not have mattered
to many children, but Nelly says that she was just naturally inquisitive
about ouch matters and Ion ed for a philosophy of life which would ex-
lain everything. Since there was no one else to help her, she figured
out hor own interpretation and philosophy of life-such as it was. It
was very childish Interpretation, and perhaps was adequate for a while*
..
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But as she grew up she needed a more iature explanation of things. Instead
of formula ing a more iature idea of life, it seems that her grandmother
lanaged to perpetua e h r childish idea of rel'gion and growth and develo -
ment in life.
Again, she had no opportunity to form lasting friendships and have
intimate friends in either girls or boys. The family travelled around
so much that by the time Felly could begin to get acquainted with other
children they would be moving- to another community
—p rhaps to a different
state. ' To doubt t is caused Felly to h ve to rely more snd more upon her-
self for company, and, as she ssgrs, become more retrospective and asocial
in nature. Thus she fail d to make a good social adjustment. She did not
know exa tly how ether people acted. She did not knew in whom to trust and
in whom not to trust. She knew little about human nature. She did not
even understand her own nature, for she tells us how she wondered and won-
ered about certain feeli gs ithin her.
Sixth, she was thwarted in her education. The great amount of moving
naturally made it difficult for her to lake good adjust iente in school.
Yet she made a surprisingly good attem t at adjust lent in shhool. This
was one thing which she enjoyed, and she had a gre t desire to go to school.
Perhaps she could have made a successful adjustment here, for we ’"now that
her Intel lienee was above the average, and from readin her writing in
her diary one can jud e that she had natural abilities in the field of
writing. Yet in this field of endeavor she was a ain thwarted. Her father
did not allow her to continue beyond the ir3t year in hi^h school. Just
why he did net a low her to go to school we are not sure, for he ives
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one reason while her sister ;ives another*
| In the seventh lace, 3he railed to Take a good adjustment in a voc-
ation. It seems that here her health was her reatest drawback. She
could not stand very hntfd work, yet ohe w s always so e.nthu aatic about
her work that she worried about not being able to do more, and would work
too hard, and because of ill health would have to lose her job. It is
also highly probable that her seemin lack of understending of human na-
ture made it dif icult for her tc nade a very good adjustment to the voca-
tion in which she found hareelf. She neither knew how to neet people well
in a store, nor did she know much about children.
Also, the one person in whom she h d learned to confide and who was
responsible ibr most of her ideas about religion and li pe died—her grand-
mother. This was a great blow to her, as she s owe ua in her diary. It
wat, asbhough she had lost her last friend.
But before she h d lost this 1: st friend, sh h^d had some other dis-
appiont nents. She had met defeat in her relationshi j with boys. The very
first 3oy companion she had disappointed her so much that her whole attit-
ude to. ard boys in eneral was affected. The only friend sh seemed to
have in the masculine gender was a bo by the name of Randy, who seemed to
understand her and who seemed to act as an older brother to her. She re-
garded him as such, at least. Then the second boy she met gravely dis-
a:> o'nted her. It seemed that she beca ie disgusted with all ooys in Ten-
r
e^al, e ce ;t the one w on she re^ar^ed as an older brother, and then when
he started h ving date® with other girls a strong :mcon cioua wave of
jealousy swept over her and almost swept her off her feet.
£*
This is not the whole story of her sexual life. There are .oany
com lications that entered in# It is difficult to know just what was
the real cauae of it all# iS do know quite a bit about her attitude
toward it from her diary which really throws a gre t amount of light
upon the subject, je know the fallowing facts*
Nelly received no instruction in the facts of sex. It seems aim st
unbelievable that, she should ’mow so little. .:hen she did learn a little
about sex, she was so u >set a out her new kno .led e that she had a diff-
icult time recovering. Her attitude tows A life and people was changed.
Her mind wa il Led with new thoughts, and the e thoughts seemed to erase
all other thoughts.
She had certain high ideals and ideas of the proper relationship
between boys and girls. One would almost say that she was ultra-7ictorian
in her viewpoint, .ihen she found that others did not s are her ideals,
she became very much disappointed. ,vhen they told her t iat she .ould
change her viewpoint, she insisted that she would not. She insisted in
divorcing e jotion entirely from the idaa of love for a person of the
opposite sex. she did not seem to see the sexual aspect of such relation?
which is quite natural since a e knew nothin about the sexual nature
of aen and women.
Yet in spite of her ignorance of the sexual aa.ect of relationships
between men and women, she seems to have been sexua ly aroused herself
without knowing just what it was. After meeting Fred we notice that un-
doubtedly a sexual arousal which she could not understand was what took
place. Childlike, she appealed to God in her prayers for an understanding
*'
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of this feelin within her. She felt juice guilty about this feeling;
she felt that she should not feel this way. And we 'cno - the agony in
her mind over this conflict from her writing in her diary. hu3 there
came about a close relationship between her conflict over this new em-
otional feeling over sex and hor communion with God. The conflict
drove her to prayer to God for release. There seems to an element
of desire to overcome this conflict, for she had a desire to understand
it. And then when she really found what it was, and discovered that it
conflict d with the ideals and i J ea3 she had always held concerning her
attitude toward men, she was almost horrified. She became quite upset.
3he see led to be trying to refust to believe the truth, and decided to
hold to her infantile idea of the nature of love nd religion. She
clung to her infantile belief in the nature of religion because it
hel od her esca >e this great problem in life. As life progressed, and
still the jroblem was not entirely solved, she became more and more in-
terested in h9r idea of religion, and at last made one desperate effort
to ua j hor religion as an escape from her problem. She would even be-
come a religious worker, which would jtrengthen that which would help
her escape her problem. She would enter this religious li e with Randy,
in whom her 1 st bit of faith rested. Together they would enter a life
devoted to religion, and in this oanner she would prove to herself and
to others that one need not submt to what she conceived ae "worldly
lust, corru tion, etc. " In her prayers she h d been going to God "to
realise .men it was over she was living in a Borld of lust, continually
fighting the passions of the flesh, but she would win. She would win
this battle w th herself in time. God would teach her how."
.*
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Her efforts we**e ot directed toward understand in.fr the troth now,
but in escaping what she saw seemed to be the truth and which she did not
> want to be tha truth* It is interesting to note how she ’nad always had
more or leas the same attitude toward Randolph as she had toward Cod*
All through her life when the going has been rough and she has not been
able to understand things that have happened to her, she has thought of
Randy first, consoled herself that she could still believe in and confide
in him, and from there she would go to prayer* She consoled herself that
she could still trust in and confide i God. She seen3 always to have
regarded both Randy and God as a refuge which would give her protection
and asc? ® from the problems of life as they ca le about* andy gave
her assurance by putting hie arms around and consoling hor while 3he
wept out her bitterness and her distrust in «nj God gave her assurance
through the vision of a Light and tha atrengthening her in her belief
in her ideal of what the relationship ought to be between men and wo ien*
And on no occasion did either Randy or God ceo
a
to help her solve the
problems—t ey merely helped her escarpe the final resolution or solving
of the proble is. Just before her hospitalization it will be noted t’^at
she was still trying to escape her problem by writing a letter to Randy
and praying to God for the Light which would hold her true to her
ideal*
f elly 3eems to be that type of person whoso conception of the
nature of religion is an adjustment to what she thinks to e the standards
and ideals of God* She has lost her faith in other human beings, so she
cannot bring herself to the point of adjustment to them. And she
*
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refuses to understand herself and her own bade desires aud needs*
hence making it impossible to bring about an adjustment to herself*
She ©rely tries to adjust herself to her idea of the nature of God,
because it exe ipts her from the necessity of adjusting to either her
fellow-sen or to herself* According to her idea of the nature of God,
nobody, except possibly andy, measures up to the standards and demands
of God* ,»hy should she adjuet herself to imperfect, lustful men? And
why should she adjust herself to her ov/n desires, for they were also
base and lustful? her vision of the Light assured her of this. The
only possible adjustment she felt site could .Take was to Randy, for her
attitude toward hiu was not, as she thought, of a sexual and lustful
naturo, but as a friend, a companion, helper—just as her attitude
to -ard God* Her attitude toward and co .ce :,ion of religion is not one
which will rive her ina Tht and understanding of the probl to of life,
but is one which heipo conceal the real naturo and complexity of the
proble a. She does not uao hor religions experiences as a mean3 of
facing and solving the problems of life, but as an escape and refuge
fro i those problems* Her religious e..>3riertces do not give her power
to face the world; they merely help her withdraw all the more from the
world into her own private world where there does not need to be
coherence to her ideas*
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUM 'ARY AMD CONCLUSION
This thesis has been an attempt to s ow .ow certain abnormal person-
alities have used religion as an escape fron problems of life. In order
to determine how religion could be used abnormally, first a statement
and description of the writer's conception of the normal use of religion
has been presented and contrasted with what is conceived to be an abnormal
use of religion. The nature of religion has been defined as two-fold:
(1) the adjusting of the self to the environment, and (2) the adjusting
the environment to the se'.f, when by self is meant the total personality
and by environment is meant the total realm of experience of the person-
ality with the self, with others, and with God. The religion of Jesus,
based on an Israelitish background, is conceived to be the outstanding
example of the normal nature and use of religion, while the Euddhistic
reli ion is considered an abnormal use of reli don. The reli -ion of Jesus
consists of using the symptoms of religiosity or symbols of religion to
grow, to face reality, to solve the problems of life, whereas the
Luddhist uses those symptoms to regress, to withdraw from reality, to
escape the problems of life*
An abnormal personality is viewed as one who fails to adjust to
his environment and fails thus to be able to lift that environment to a
hi her level. Re lias a misconception of the nature of religion. He
misuses the symptoms of religiosity. He becomes a lop-sided individual
rather than a well integrated personality.
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Three abnorrual personalities from a rental hospital who have used
the symptoms of religiosity as a means of escape from their problems of
life have been described and ^resented to illustrate this thesis. The
first person, whom oe have called Slsie Hale, is an individual who has
been faoed in life by the problem of the domination of her mother, which
prevented her from learning to make decisions for herself or to make a
natural adjust ont to a person of the opposite sex. She had observed
her '•other's use of a symptom of religiosity—church membership—as an
escape from her problems, and she was taught to do the same. ..hen she
desired to break away from the domination of her mother, instead of
facing the problem squarely and solving it rationally and as an adult
should, she attempted to use the symptoms of reli iosity to escape the
problem. First she chose as a sexual partner a boy of another race and
i
reli Ious belief. Then she adopted his reli/ious elieff which taught
that one has no earthly mother or father. By accepting this belief
she was thus freed from any obligations of loyalty to her (Other, but
by adopting this religious belief she also gained a great sense of sin
for her actions. She also found out that she could not erase from her
consciousness the teachings of her early year s so easily as she had
perhaps thought, and she found herself feeling that perhaps she should
ot have .roken so abruptly from her other. She became homesick for
her iuother, yet she still felt loyal to her boy friend and to her new
reli ious belief. She beca j6 quite confused in her loyalties and what
her relationship to leer total envirortn nt ught to be. She wanted to
assert her own independence; she wanted to satisfy her sexual drive; sloe
fait an obligation to her mother; she realized that she had certain
L
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obligations to God; all these obligations 3ee jed to conflict* Hare was
quite a problem in life, and she failed to solve it* Instead, she tried
to escape fro 1 it. She has .’sed her religious belief as an escape in that
it has been used to help her feel relieved from an obligation of loyalty
to her lother; by using the belief in "spiritual babies" s e later ration-
alized her frustration in the satisfaction of her sex instinct* She has
thus failed to adjust to her enviromentj she has bailed to growj she has
become confused. She has escaped her problem, but she is paying the price*
The second person, Ira* Svenaka, was faced by a similar problem
in life* S e desired recognition of herself in the world, and since she
did not receive such recognition aa she thought sno ought to receive, she
set about trying to solve or escape from that problem. She found that she
could gain recognition and a feeling of superiority by the use of a
rustical ex .erience. Thsre is nothing wrong with a mystical experience
when it is properly used as Jesus used his at the ransfiguration (see pp*
19-20) and elsewhere, but she did not use her ystical experience to help
her gain insight into her problem and a solution of it. Instead, she was
like ater and reveled in the experience itsdlf* Later slie again used
her cystical experience not only to escape from the old recognition problem
but also the problem of her sense of guilt and hatred for her child* Phe
refused to face her problem? she did not use the reli ious experience to
help her understand and f:nd a solution; she used it as an escape and a
compensation* She was perfectly integrated to the voice she heard, but
she was not integrated to her own self or to others* She failed to grow,
to face reality; instead she escaped, but at a great price*
: ally Jones, the third person presented, had a very difficult time
*.
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adjusting to life* Her environment seemed quite harsh to her, yet she
built quite 'nigh ideals and lias been able to seo only the "rosy" side of
life* (ifhen she found out, rather late in her young life, that life was
not as she had imagined, that others did not hold the high ideals she did,
that people were sensual to a certain extent, that she herself was also
niado of flesh and blood and had certain bodily desires that needed to be
satisfied—to some extent at least, she was unwilling to accept it as the
truth* She wanted to continue living in the perfect world slie imagined
she lived in, or at least to change the world to fit her visions* She did
not use her visions to reveal to herself the truth so that 9he could have a
better understa ding of her own self, others, and God, but she used those
visions to help her strengthen her own infantile beliefs and to escape
from the actual truth* She failed to grow out of her infantile beliefs
and failed to develop her immature conception of the nature of reli ion
into a more mature one* she tried to solve adult problems with infantile
ideas* she therefore failed to adjust to her environment as it really
was; she was a poorlj' integrated personality unable to adjust herself to
the environment aid hence unfit to adjust that environment to a higher
level*
The conclusion is: when symptoms of religiosity or symbols of
religion are used as an escape from the problems of life rather than to
help face t ose problems, the end result is not a v?ell integrated per-
sonality properly adjusted to his total environment and equipped to
adjust that environment to a higher level, but an individual who has
transcended the environment at the cost of bee aing mentally sick, a lop-
sided individual, an abnormal personality*
-.
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